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CSUMB Welcomes
President Ochoa

Otter Realm Discusses
CSUMB's Future
Otter Realm Staff Member
OTTERREALM@CSUMB.EDU

What does a day in the life of Presi
dent Ochoa entail?

"Well, today we had a meeting
of
the Cabinet where I was briefed
Meetings, meetings, meetings; the
life of a Cal State University (CSU) on the status of the Master Plan [for
president is full of them, but not CSUMB]. The last revision came in
one is considered more important 2004 and we have found the struc
than the others. Within these gath ture to be spread out and does not
erings is where the future of Cal work well for students. We have a
State Monterey Bay is dreamed up consultant revising the plan and
and spelled out with each passing they look for input from me. Then
minute. Recently, the Otter Realm we had a Senate meeting where we
was given the opportunity to meet have a SWOT exercise. Then I have
and chat with Cal State Monterey some golf lessons to get ready for
Bay's (CSUMB) new interim-Presi- the President's Cup."
As an interim-President, who is lim
dent, Dr. Eduardo Ochoa. During
ited
in time of tenure, what would you
the interview, topics of CSUMB's fu
ture, President Ochoa's experience like to accomplish at CSUMB?
not limited; interim; chancellor
on the federal level, and his plans
for community awareness were wanted him to come in right away,
discussed and some interesting an did not want to take a whole year
to do a search, knew ochoa wanted
swers were presented.
to come back from Washington

to work within state schools once
again, recommended to be made
permanent, operating under the
assumption that he will be here
long term.

Can you tell us a little more about
what a SWOT exercise might be?
"SWOT stands for Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, and
Threats. Within the meeting we
engage a group of campus repre
sentatives on looking at the current
environment that CSUMB is facing.
We get everyones input on what
the universities internal and exter
nal strengths and weaknesses may
be, as well as the existence oppor
tunities and threats. We compile
this information and meld this into
the current strategic plan."

What kind of skills in macro-level adminstering (while working in the Obama
administration) did you learn/fine tune?
How will you be able to implement this
as president at CSUMB?
"I took a classic route to presi-

PRESIDENT OCHOA SITS DOWN WITH THE OTTER
REALM TO TALK ABOUT WHAT HE HAS PLANNED
FOR CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, MONTEREY
BAY
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Changing Places,
Changing Faces
THURS 9/20

MON 9/24

OSU PRESENTS:
SALSA MAGIC

STUDYABROAD FAIR

BLACK BOX CABERET
9 P.M.- MIDNIGHT
Interactive Latin Dance Party! 3
hours of non-stop entertainment.
Learn the newest Latin dance moves
& after the lessons, Washington
D.C.'s own DJ Lee "El Gringuito" will
continue the party by lighting up
the dance floor and spinning the
best in Salsa, Merengue, Bachata,
Reggaton, Reggae, International,
Hip Hop and Top 40. Whatever your
flavor, DJ Gringito will have it.

FRI9/21
KAPPA ALPHA PSI
PRESENTS: RED LIGHT
SPECIAL DANCE
BLACK BOX CABERET
9 P.M.- MIDNIGHT
A fun night ofmoving and grooving
presented by the distinguished
gentlemen of Kappa Alpha Psi.
Friday, Sept. 21. 9 pm to Midnight
@ the BBC. ID Required.

SAT 9/22

LOCATION: TBA
11A.M. -2 P.M.
We are having our fall study abroad
fair. Representatives of our affiliated
programs will be on campus to
talk to students about the study
abroad opportunities they offer.
The purpose of this fair is to bring
awareness to study abroad and all
the exchange possibilities that are
available for CSUMB students.

TUE9/25
ROCK YOUR VOTE

WED 9/26

DANCE TEAM TRYOUTS SWAP SHOP
MOUNTAIN HALL, SUITE F
8:30A.M.- 3:00P.M.
This fall, we invite any prospective
team members to join us in the
studio! Here is your chance to show
us your dance skills and technique.
Auditions will include a warm-up,
across the floor combinations, and
choreography.
http://www.otterathIetics.com/
index.aspx?path=dance

THURS9/27
AS MOVIE NIGHT: THE
AMAZING SPIDERMAN
DIVARITYQUAD
7:30 P.M.-10 P.M.
"The Amazing Spider Man" as our
4th Movie Night of the Fall 2012
Movie Series & for WAAS 2012!
At the Divarty Quad, by Cyrpess,
Asilomar & Willet Halls. Shows
begins at 8pm, come early or right
after class with your friends and
enjoy a movie night by your AS
before starting your weekend!

MAIN QUAD
12 P.M.- 5 P.M.
Come Rock Your Vote! Time to
have your voice be heard on a
state and national level. Register
to vote in the general elections,
check out statewide propositions
and national/local candidates. Also
learn about how you, the student,
will be effected by the results of
the general election. Lastly, enjoy
some food and music with your
Associated Student Lobby Corps.

MAIN QUAD
12P.M.- 3:45P.M.
Have any old clothes? Or maybe
you are searching for that new pair
of pants you have always wanted?
Well go no farther then the Main
Quad- AS Environmental Affairs
brings to you the SWAP SHOP!
Join your EAC from 12-4pm and
swap an article of clothing for, well
anything!

The Otter
Realm
Welcomes
Change

FRI 9/28
WAAS WEEK: ESCAPE
TO OTTERLAND
MAIN QUAD
12 P.M. -5 P.M.
The
Associated
Students
Programming
Board
presents
Escape to OtterLand "Fall Into
Fun" during WAAS Week. Local
bands,
caricatures,
inflatables,
free popcorn and cotton candy,
games, photo booth, an obstacle
competition and balloon painting.
This event is planned to serve all
CSUMB students and to show them
who are their Associated Students
leaders!

GOT AN EVENT?
LET US KNOW!
OTTERREALMaCSUMB.EDU

FOR MORE EVENTS, VISIT THE CSUMB MASTER CALENDAR ONLINE @ WWW.CALENDAR.CSUMB.EDU

Katie Shoneff, Editor-in-Chief

KSHONEFF@CSUMB.EDU

The Otter Realm is a newspaper
surrounded by change and we only
mirror the community surrounding
us. Cal State Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
is growing daily and the Otter
Realm has made a promise to keep
up with the Jones'...or, in this case,
the otters. This year, I have taken
the reigns as Editor-in-Chief, and
instituted a few changes myself.
Every great institution has a mis
sion statement and this year The
Otter Realm has created a new
mission statement in light of the
recent changes around campus. To
name a few, CSU Chancellor Reed
appointed Dr. Eduardo Ochoa as
CSUMB's new interim-President, a
revamping of the General Educa
tion model allowing students to
enter into more specialized areas
of study, and the third floor of the
Tanimura and Antle Library has
just recently opened. In order to
keep up with this massive "change
overhaul", we must adapt to new
techniques and ideas, while still
producing a readable and likeable
newspaper.
This year, The Otter Realm's mis
sion statement is as follows: To
foster a sense of community aware
ness within both the readers and
the writers, while serving CSUMB
and surrounding communities
with credible, newsworthy infor
mation. We cannot fulfill this mis
sion without the help of our fellow
Otters. We accept any/all submis
sions including journalism articles,

poetry, and art. We also believe in
constructive criticism; if you see
something you do or do not like, let
us know. The Otter Realm is a col
laborative effort of students, fac
ulty, and community members and
each perspective is as important as
the next.
It is my hope that The Otter
Realm will create a better-connect
ed campus community and a safe,
nonbiased place for students to
learn the basis of journalism while
they write about issues of interest.
With the help of new members,
Adam Napoletano, Design Man
ager, Pang Her, Advertisement and
Distribution Manager, as well as
help from our OR veterans, Crystal
Lopez, Online Editor and Brianna
Wagner, Webmaster, we hope to
solidify the basic foundations of
The Otter Realm, as well as harbor
new ways of thinking allowing our
information to reach more stu
dents.
We are a campus of innovation,
creativity, and resources. I hope to
implement each of these key cam
pus factors into every article and
design we choose to publish. Brit
ish playwright, Tom Stoppard, once
stated, "I still believe that if your
aim is to change the world journal
ism is a more immediate short-term
weapon."This is your chance to give
input on issues you are passionate
about. The Otter Realm is here to
help you be heard. We are here to
serve you; your input is our output.
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Raise Your V.O.I.C.E.S.
NEW PROPOSED CLUB ON CAMPUS CALLS FOR A DIVERSITY OF VOICES
Erin Hawkins, Staff Reporter

without a bias" by gathering
students who have different
ith over 75 recognized stances on issues of common
student
clubs
and interest.
organizations at Cal StateMartinez's goal for CSU
Monterey Bay [CSUMB], about V.O.I.C.E.S. is to create a place
nine new ones have already where
students,
faculty,
emerged this fall semester. other student organizations,
Among them is HCOM senior and the Monterey community
Teodoro Martinez, who is in can
come
together
and
the process of developing a get
educated
on
local
new club on campus called and political issues. This
Cal
State
Monterey
Bay semester the proposed club
V.O.I.C.E.S: Vision to Organize will be focusing on local
and Inspire Civic Engagement propositions
and
political
of Students [CSU V.O.I.C.E.S.]. issues that will arise as
Martinez, former President the upcoming elections in
of the Democrat Club, is November approach.
paving the way to a new kind
However, Martinez added
of student organization, one that the issues addressed
that encompasses a diversity in the club are subject to
of student voices
while
addressing
issues
of
public
concern.
One
of
the
central ideas of this
organization is to
"take the 'politics'
out of politics," as
Martinez explained
in an interview with the Otter change to meet the needs
Realm. He further discussed and interests of the students.
that the club is aiming to, Other goals he hopes to
"promote
political
action achieve include, "maintaining
EHAWKINS@CSUMB.EDU

W

the actions you take
as a student leader will
really define you in your
leadership

Reed Retires!
Duane Lindsay, Staff Reporter
DLINDSAY@CSUMB.EDU

After 14 years of leading the
California State University (CSU),
the nation's largest university
system, Chancellor Charles B. Reed
announced his retirement this past
May.
Reed came to the CSU in 1998,
prior to serving as the Chancel
lor of the State University System
of Florida for 13 years. He has
overseen 40,000 faculty and staff
and served over 420,000 students
across California, and his tenure
had included the opening of the
latest CSU campus, CSU Channel
Islands, and the improvements
in access to the CSU for underrepresented students in California
and veterans.
"It has been an incredible honor
to serve as chancellor of the [CSU]
during such a dynamic period in
the university's history," he said in
a statement. "Throughout my time
here, the CSU has grown by more

thanl00,000 students, and I have
been more than honored to sign
more than a million diplomas."
Reed also established accessibil
ity for high school students with
the creation of the Early Assess
ment Program (EAP). EAP readies
students for college-level English
and mathematics, a program that
today 385,000 students participate
in.
Reed's official retirement will
take effect the day the CSU Board
of Trustee's appoints the new
Chancellor. Until then, the Board of
Trustees has formed a special com
mittee to conduct the search and
it is expected the name of the new
chancellor would be announced
by the beginning of the spring
semester of 2013.
The Board ofTrustees includes
a voting student member, Jillian
Ruddell of Chico State, a repre
sentative of the California State
Student Association (CSSA). CSSA

TEODORO MARTINEZ DISCUSSING THE CSUMB
V.O.I.C.E.S AGENDA

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
ALEX ROSSELET

open
communication create a walkway. The idea
between clubs" and finding behind this project is that the
advocates to help spread CSUMB community is building
the word. Overall, he wants the future.
to
build
a
well-rounded
Martinez also mentioned
community of voices as well a
Collective Voice
Mural
as leadership opportunities Project that allows students
on and off campus.
to address social issues on
One V.O.I.C.E.S. idea he has puzzle pieces, and
ideas
in mind is a brick project, for Earth Day 2013 such as
in which a local landscape an art fair, a small farmers
company
would
donate market, and information on
bricks for CSUMB students environmental sustainability.
to engrave their names and If you are interested in making

What's Next for the CSU's?

plays an active and crucial role in
the search process through Trustee
Ruddell who acts as the liaison
between her organization and the

csu.
Trustee Ruddell shared this
information regarding how Reed's
retirement will affect students
and the CSU in general. "The CSU
system has benefitted greatly from
Chancellor Reed's leadership over
the past 14 years. Our next leader
will continue on his legacy while
bringing a fresh perspective to
our nation's largest institution of
higher education. This transition is
an opportunity for change and a
new era for the CSU"Trustee Rud
dell said.
CFA, the faculty union released
a statement on Reed's retirement.
"This'changing of the guard'
provides a unique opportunity to
reflect on the direction of the CSU,
and to improve the quality of edu
cation at the nation's largest uni
versity system," CFA said. "We urge
the Board of Trustees to engage in

an open, transparent and inclusive
process for selecting a new chan
cellor to guide our system. "This
process should reflect the diversity
of the university community and
not simply be a choice made by
appointed Trustees behind closed
doors."
Reed's tenure also experienced
dark periods of state budget
cuts that led to larger class size
numbers, tuition raise for students
and no pay raise for teachers. CFA,
the faculty union, denounced the
Chancellor's priorities when Reed's
and other high administration of
ficials'salaries increased 66 percent
while faculty's salaries stalled, and
by contrast, in the same period
students'tuition reached 224 per
cent increased.
The resignation also coincides
with accusations of the CSU ad
ministration of misuse of taxpay
ers funds spent on "wining and
dining"functions, as reported by
LA TV station KCBS and other news
media.

a
social
impact,
getting
connected, or having your
voice heard CSU Monterey Bay
V.O.I.C.E.S. will be meeting on
Wednesdays from 6 p.m. to 8
p.m. in the Student Center
Building 12, room 113.
If you are a student seeking
other ways to get involved on
campus there are many other
organizations to choose from.
According to Kelly Mailly, the
Coordinator of Leadership
and Development there are,
"20 service based groups, 15
to 20 sports groups, over 10
cultural groups, more than
10 Greek-letter organizations
with a philanthropic focus,
six
to
seven
religious
groups, and some leadership
organizations
such
as
the
National
Society
of
Leadership
and
Success."
Students can locate the list
of clubs and organizations
online
at
www.activites.
csumb.edu by clicking on
the
"Student
Clubs
and
Organizations" link on the
right side of the webpage.
Students
interested
in
creating
their
own
club
can go online to www.
activites.csumb.edu/clubs
under "Student Clubs and
Organizations." There you
will find a "Register Club or
Organization" link that will
give you more information
on the steps needed to
complete your registration.
Some beneficial incentives
for registering a club include
free
room
reservations
for club meetings, event
planning
support
and
training, a financial account
that is maintained by Student
Activities
and
Leadership
Development,
and
much
more. Not only will your
club
gain
benefits
but
you
personally can
gain
leadership experience, "The
actions you take as a student
leader will really define you
in your leadership." Kelly
Mailly adds in an interview
with the Otter Realm. The
deadline to register a club
and receive Base Operating
Funds is September 30, 2012.
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The Tuition is Getting
Costs of Tuition and Attendance
too Damn High Rising
Hits Low- and Middle-Class Students
Maria G. Martinez, Staff Reporter
MAMARTINEZ@CSUMB.EDU

Henry Houston, Staff Reporter
HHOUSTON@CSUMB.EDU

Going to college is not just about
worrying about grades and when
the next exam is - not anymore.
With high tuition, rising costs of
living, and an economic recession,
it is hard to make ends meet, and
it is even harder with dwindling
financial aid support.
Tuition and fees at public fouryear colleges and universities
increased at an average rate of 5.6
percent per year, beyond the rate
general inflation price increased in
recent years, according to Stepha
nie Otreppe of College Board
Writer. At CSUMB, for example, cost
of attendance has risen to about
$17,000 for the Academic Year.
Former Cal State Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) Pres. Dianne Harrison
told the Otter Realm and members

of Students for Quality Education
(SQE) in May that students who are
often overlooked for financial aid
are those in the middle class.
To remedy this problem, Califor
nia Legislature was considering a
"Middle Class Scholarship," which
would have been of benefit for
students with a household income
less than $150,000. However, the
bill failed to
require a twothird vote in
the
California
Senate. The bill
would
have
cost
Califor
nia $1 billion
annually
through
a
closed tax loophole.
Gov. Brown released a statement
after the bill died in the Senate
claiming that this is not the end for
middle-class scholarships.

The federal government is key need to reapply for financial aid." two years to save some money and
to ensuring equal educational Mahoney said. "Basically you need was able to do it on my own, until
opportunity and access, primarily to be poor to get money for an edu now...plus I had to accept a loan
through student aid programs.
cation. Students with single-parents for tuition costs. It has put a ton of
The thing is, not every student directly qualify into the system."
stress on me, having to work two
qualifies to receive financial aid.
So, some students are not jobs while taking the maximum
According to CSUMB Financial Aid receiving financial aidfrom any insti amount of units. Plus I have to pay
Counselor, Johanna Mahoney, the tute, including their parents. Many for rent gas insurance everything
federal government determines students have to work in two jobs else on my own."
who receives financial aid, and it to afford for school and at the
Although the DREAM Act had
is based on in same time they have to study, passed in California, undocument
come and fam which is hard to concentrate in ed students are still unrecognized
ily size.
education. Outside school we have for federal financial aid.
"As a low- responsibilities.
"Honestly I don't get any finan
income student
"I do not receive aid because my cial aid or scholarships from the
you will certainly parents make just enough to where government because I am an AB
be eligible for I am not considered in need of aid. 540 student (undocumented stu
some sort of fi However my parents don't have the dent). I come from a low income
nancial aid to money to help me out at all. They family, live with my parents, [and] I
help you pay barely have enough to support have to work to pay my education"
for any college you plan to attend. themselves,"one student at CSUMB says Tania*.
Financial aid includes grants that said. "To pay for my education I
"It does not matter I am not legal,
you don't have to pay back, as well have been working two to three no one can take away your educa
as loans that you do have to repay. jobs a year saving as much as I can. tion, it will last you a lifetime."
Every year you are in college, you I went to a junior college for my first

"Basically you need
to be poor to get
money for an
education"
- Mahoney

Voting and Registration Please!
in elections and some have never
voted before, so this could be a
good time to register. This is also
t is nearly time to revisit the a chance for voters to change
polls or get acquainted, and their political affiliation, update
for some first-time voters the a recently changed last name, or
registration and voting process update your permanent address.
may be a little unclear. Polling Just keep in mind that in order
places
are
generally
open to participate in the upcoming
between the hours of 7:00am- election, all prospective-voters
8:00pm on Election Day, which must be registered at least 15
will be November 6, 2012, and days prior to Election Day.
the last day to register will be
Voter's registration Forms are
October 22, 2012. If you feel you available in an array of places,
need a little extra help filling out including the Cal State Monterey
your application. Don't forget to Bay (CSUMB) library. Student
attend ROCK YOUR VOTE!! Which Center, as well as local libraries,
will take place on the main Quad DMVs, Post Offices, and city halls
Tuesday September 25, 2012.
throughout Monterey County.
For this year's upcoming CSUMB students with Common
elections, more students are Management
expected to show up to the polls System (CMS)
as a result of the various issues accounts may
that are being addressed and now also register
directly correlate with students through
lives. According to Monterey this
portal.
County Elections department's Prospective
Melissa Lomeli, "More students voters
who
will come out, especially those are
unsure
close to graduating and are if they have
worried about gas prices and registered
to
getting a job."
As a Citizen, the choice is yours.
Some feel thedesire to participate
Julieta Villagomez, Staff Reporter
JVILLAGOMEZ@CSUMB.EDU

I

vote previously in the Monterey
County area can log onto www.
MontereyCountyElections.us
to find out. Already registered
voters who have a desire to vote
by mail must visit www.sos.
ca.gov.
What is the difference between
voting by mail and voting in
person?
If you vote by mail, you will
receive your official vote by mail
ballot, approximately 29 days
before the day of the election you
are eligible to vote for. However,
if you wish to only vote by mail

one time, be sure to fill out the
Vote by Mail ballot application
on the back cover of the voter
information guide. Also, using
the same form you may register
to become a permanent by mail
voter. Though, if you fail to vote
in a statewide election, just once,
you will need to re-apply in order
to maintain you're permanent by
mail voter status.
On a side note, if you are
registered to vote by mail, but
decide you would rather vote in

Register to
Vote

person. That is still an option for
you, just be sure to have your
vote by mail ballot with you,
and to hand it to a polling place
worker before voting on a regular
ballot.
If you are living on campus be
sure to include your residential
address with building and room
number, along with your mailing
address to ensure your receipt of
all voting materials.
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Grass is Greener on Trenton Ct
One RA's Mission to Bring Back the Green to East Campus
John David Flores, Staff Reporter
JOFLORES@CSUMB.EDU

The story goes that some 80
years ago, a European immigrant
wanted grass at his home in Fort
Ord and so introduced Kikuyugrass
to our local eco-system.
Considered by many, including
the Federal Government, to be
nothing more than an invasive,
non-indigenous weed, the grass
has become the subject of a
brewing controversy involving
the efforts of one Residential
Advisor (RA) to restore it to his
neighborhood in East Campus.
Bradley Schoch, a graduate
student at Cal State Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) and Residential Life RA,
has been toiling for the better part
of a year to restore the grass at
his home in Trenton Court. What
started out as a personal desire for
a lush, green lawn soon became a
Court-wide mission to beautify his
surroundings, "When I moved in
my grass was dead," he stated in a
recent telephone interview," but I
knew that I wanted grass."
He began by watering his own
lawn with a hose daily, "I was told
by somebody that if you water it,
it will grow, and it totally came
true." He then bought hoses for
each housing complex through
one of his programs as an RA for
East Campus in the hopes that
the other tenants would follow
his example. They didn't. More
action was necessary, "I decided
that when everyone was gone
during [the] summer I would
water people's lawns. I figured

that when the new students come
in they should have a green lawn."
For two weeks he walked from
unit to unit, watering each lawn.
Soon he was buying better hoses
with nozzles and then eventually
a full-fledged above ground
irrigation system, "It was taking a
long time and I was getting really
wet...and muddy, so I decided to
get sprinklers." $300 dollars later
and now, nearly every lawn on
Trenton Court has sprinklers, all
paid for and maintained by Bradley,
"The way I look at it is that I am an
alumni [of CSUMB] and this is one
way to give back to the school
while I am still here."
But
not
everyone
is
as
enthusiastic about Bradley's efforts.
Aimee Teaby, a new graduate
student in CSUMB's Coastal and
Watershed Science and Policy
program (CWSP), is concerned
about the amount of water that is
necessary to maintain 13 lawns, "I
appreciate that he has taken his job
seriously and gone beyond what he
has to do...l just think that he should
have taken into consideration
the fact that water is scarce and
that maybe there is a better way
of doing this [like] finding native
plants that don't require so much
water."
Recently, the Marina Coast Water
District (MCWD) surveyed the
sprinkler installation at Trenton
and reported their findings to
Alliance Residential, the company
that manages the East Campus

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
JOHN DAVID FLORES

SPRINGLERS AROUND CAMPUS

property for CSUMB. One MCWD
representative familiar with the
matter stated that they expected
a "significant increase in water use
in those yards"and called the effort
"unwise". "I see a lot of alternatives
to [restoring
the
grass],"
he said. But
perhaps
of
even greater
concern
to
MCWD, was
the safety of
the installations, "if someone was
to trip on one of those [sprinklers]
and fall and hurt themselves," the
rep warned, "there could be a law
suit."
In a recent phone interview, a
senior representative from Alliance
Residential confirmed that the
matter had been communicated
to them by MCWD and that they
were looking into the increased
water usage. When asked if they
had been aware of the sprinklers

prior to the MCWD notification,
the representative admitted that
Alliance had no prior knowledge
of the
sprinklers' existence;
Bradley never told them. Nor
did he tell anyone at Residential
Life, the CSUMB
organization
responsible
for
managing
RA activities, "I
didn't think to ...
contact Alliance,"
Bradley admitted.
Residential Life has declined the
opportunity to comment.
Alliance maintenance crews
have begun to mow the lawns in
Trenton, "The first week of school
[East Campus ground maintenance]
came in and mowed everyone's
lawn on Trenton for the first time,"
Bradley said, "They almost spent
... a whole day here. They mowed
every single lawn." According to
him, Alliance is now obligated to
mow all of the renewed sections

"/ see a lot of
alternatives to
[restoring the grass]"

of lawn that had previously been
covered with sand and riddled with
moles.
"I think that [it's] kind of selfish,"
Aimee, the new Trenton Court
resident, stated, "because I don't
think he's thinking about the big
picture," like who will take over the
lawn's maintenance after Bradley
graduates next Spring, something
he is also uncertain of, "The hope is
that I can build a relationship with
the residents that will be here... to
keep it up." So far, he has found few
takers.
So
while
the
issues
of
sustainability and safety continue
to swirl, Bradley will continue his
work to beautify Trenton Court,
repairing broken sprinkler heads
and hoses, making sure to water
each area according to schedule,
"[having the grass] makes me feel
better," he admitted, and no doubt
he'll have even more reason to feel
good if his plan succeeds.
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Fuel Cost Empty Students Wallets
Jennifer Colijn, Staff Reporter
JCOLIJN@CSUMB.EDU

MONTEREY, Calif. lthough California residents
have already been
experiencing the painful spikes
gasoline prices over the past
several years, Chevron's recent Aug.
6 refinery fire has ensured a tighter
budget for the majority of people
statewide. But what effect will this
devastating occurrence specifically
have on California
college students? More specifically,
on our very own Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) students?
With the majority of college
students living on their own, the
cumulative expenditures tend to
make living financially difficult. As
gas prices peek to more than $4
per gallon as a result of the massive
refinery fire, students are having to
choose between luxury and
necessity in order to make ends
meet.
For
some
students,
the
enjoyment of
leisure
activities
is
sacrificed
as a result
of
this
new dreadful expense. The extra
money that was saved for "fun" is
now
being spent on the additional cost
of gas, which is expected "to rise by
10 to 15 cents per gallon over
coming weeks as a result of the fire
"according to San Francisco
Chronicle reporter, Paresh Dave.
"It's harder to drive places to do
activities," said CSUMB senior,
Jessica Harshman. "I always have
to ask myself if the activity is worth
the gas to get there."
Students are also having to pick
up more shifts, as well as longer
shifts at their designated work
places in order to make up the
deficit that heightened gas
prices has had on their recent
finances. "I have to 2 regular jobs
and I'll babysit on weekends,"
Harshman adds. "The cash I make
from sitting goes to gas usually."
CSUMB students who are living
on campus and throughout the
school's established residential
areas are definitely feeling this
financial inconvenience. However,
what about those unlucky students
who live further from school, who
are feeling this burden even more
so?

A

There are many students who
are not as fortunate to live on
campus. This large portion of
students serve as commuters,
unlike others where much of their
in
educational and social lives are
centered on or close to campus. For
students who are commuting on a
daily basis at least four to five times
per week (if not, more), the price at
which gas is currently set at is
devastating and has become a
huge financial burden, especially
for students who are living on their
own and fully supporting
themselves. "I'm probably
spending an extra 50 to 100 dollars
more now because of [gas] prices,"
said Shelly Hendrickson, a junior
at CSUMB. "I have to limit my trips
home [to San Jose] in order to pay
for my commute to school
everyday." CSUMB has recognized
the burden that this
current
situation has
had on many
students,
specifically
targeting
those
who
happen to be
longerdistance
commuters.
The CSU is
providing new
ways to help their students ease
the
financial weight by creating newer
and improved
transportation, extending their bus
routes to and from Salinas all the
way through to Monterey.
CSUMB even provides a public
transit bus that is a direct route
from Salinas to the CSUMB
campus. You can find specific
shuttle times and locations on the
CSUMB
website, located on the
Transportation Resource page.
CSUMB also offers the Otter
Rideshare Board (ORB), located on
campus in the Student Center. This
allows students to find or
create a carpool or vanpool
system. Whether heading out of
town or planning an eventful
outing, this is a great way to save
on gas. You can also find details
about this on the CSUMB's
Transportation Resource page.
Even though the refinery fire is
causing much disruption in the
life of college students statewide,
CSUMB is aware of the matter and
will continue to do what they can
to aid their students through this
difficulty.

"The price at which
gas is set at is dev
astating and has
become a huge fi
nancial burden, espe
cially for students..."

RISING GAS PRICES HAVE STUDENTS
BUDGETING MORE CREATIVELY

Hantavirus Paranoia
OUTBREAK IN YOSEMITE
Kelly Craig, Staff Reporter
KCRAIG@CSUMB.EDU

osemite regulars are faced with
another form of danger:
Hantavirus Pulmonary Syndrome
(HPS).The virus, carried by small
rodents inhabiting the campsite,
has taken the lives of three
campers thus far. Campers do not
seem too worried and continue
to visit Yosemite. Others are not
aware. Cal State Monterey Bay's
(CSUMB) Outdoor Recreation Club
has planned a trip to Yosemite for
mid-October despite the outbreak.
"This has no effect on the
upcoming CSUMB Outdoor
Recreation trip, as we will not be
staying in the Curry Village tent
cabin," Mike Hardt, co-president of
CSU Monterey Bay's Outdoor
Adventure Club stated.
"I just wouldn't use the facilities
that produced infection," camper
and CSUMB student Josh
Salemron, SBS, Senior says.
Nature-lover and CSUMB student
Maddie Gipe (HCOM, Senior)
explained, "I've already camped
in an area with rabid squirrels and
survived. I don't see them as a
horrible threat."
Should these students be
concerned? Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) have
stated, "As of September 6, 2012,
The National Park Service (NPS)
announced that there were 8 con
firmed cases of Hantavirus Pulmo
nary Syndrome (HPS) in
visitors who stayed at Curry Village
in Yosemite National Park since
June of this year."
According to the Monterey
County Health Department, five
individuals who have been
diagnosed with Hantavirus are Cali
fornia residents.
As the death toll grows, the CDC
ensures they are working to ensure
the safety of current and future
campers.

Y

They continue, "Three people have
died. CDC and the
California Department of Public
Health (CDPH) are working with the
National Park Service in responding
to the situation."
According to PubMed Health,
U.S. National Library of Medicine,
rodents, especially deer mice, carry
Hantavirus. The virus is found in
their urine and feces. Although
humans can contract the virus by
coming in contact with
contaminated dust, the virus does
not spread between humans.
Symptoms include chills, fever
and muscle aches similar to the
flu. Within one to two days, trouble
breathing, dry cough, headache,
nausea and vomiting can occur.
"If you're just camping outdoors,
you'd have to get spit on by a
white-footed mouse or have them
pee on you or something and wipe
that into your mucus membranes.
It's really unlikely," Professor Meyer
stated.
Professor
Meyer
continued,
"There's been about 50 people in
California that have gotten it since
they really started collecting that
data set in the early 1980s or some
thing so that's like in a 30 plus year
period. That means one or two
people per year that are getting it
and if you think of like the millions
of people that are using the
outdoors you're way more likely to
die from a bee sting or a shark bite."
The health department also
states "no human cases have been
reported among Monterey County
residents visiting the park."
Professor Meyer advises, "There
are really specific situations that
you want to be careful in." This
includes "a place where the mice
have been living for extended
periods of time and there's a lot
of feces, urine and such like that
trapped in an enclosed area, like

YOSEMITE

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
KELLY CRAIG

a cabin that hasn't been used
much... like the tent cabins in
Curry Village. That's an example
because when you're in those
cabins there's no windows there's
only a front door and you don't
usually leave that door open so
there's people [and rodents]
constantly going in and out of
these cabins. You put yourself in
this closed box."
According to PubMed Health, to
prevent HPS, campers should pitch
tents where there are no
rodent droppings, avoid rodent
dens, drink disinfected water, sleep
on a ground cover and pad, and
keep your area clean.
"I think that being aware and
being scared are two different
things.... As for CSU students
going on a camping trip to
Yosemite, it's really not an issue for
them."
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After Tentative Agreement
with CSU FACULTY UNION SETTLES DOWN AND LOOKS FORWARD
basically maintains salary benefits Protection Act" advocated by Gov.
and also achieves "modest but im Brown. It includes the "Millionaire
portant improvements for all mem Tax" initiative supported by union.
After months of dispute between bers" according to Taiz.
If this bill passes, Taiz and Sheffled
the CSU management and the
Taiz described union's efforts to explained, it will protect K-12 insti
California Faculty Association (CFA), disrupt what she called "the path tutions, community colleges, and
both organizations reached a ten toward privatization of higher edu
tative agreement ending the fog cation" the CSU management has
that surrounded last's semester been taking.The union leader listed
contract negotiations and the risk as evidence of this path the CSU's
of strike.
initiatives to dismantle shared gov
The agreement, which impacts ernance practices, diminish protec
the contracts of 23,000 employees tion for teachers, and reduce sum
including teachers, coaches, librar mer salaries, among other items.
ians, and counselors, was reached
The membership meeting was
in late July and will be in effect hosted by CFA newly elected presi
through June 30 2014, according to dent, Steven Levinson.
the CSU website.
Last semester CFA's strike in two
During a campus visit last week, campuses and the support for a
the CFA Statewide President, Lillian strike vote showed "the union's
Taiz, and CFA Director of Represen strength and determination to de
tation, Kathy Sheffield, describe fend a fair contract,"Taiz said.
the bargain process and answered
CFA's new challenge is to pro
questions surrounding the tenta mote the passing of Proposition 30
tive agreement before a room full in November's election, which will
of campus CFA members.
decide the fate of higher education
The new agreement was ratified in the state. Proposition 30 is called
by 91 percent of union members. It the "Schools and Public Safety
Duane Lindsay, Staff Reporter
DLINDSAY@CSUMB.EDU

public universities from further
budget cuts.
The other challenge for CFA is
to defeat Proposition 32, which, if
passes will weaken the power of
organized labor.

LINDA BYNOE, PRESIDENT LILLIAN TAIZ, STEVEN
LEVENSON, AND KATHY SHEFFIELD

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
ESTELLA PORRAS

EL SINDICATO DE MAESTROS LLEGA
AUN ACUERDOCON CSU
Translated by Estella Porras

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
CSUMB CFA

Despues de meses de discrepan- proceso de negociacion y respondcia entre la direccion del Sistema ieron preguntas que rodean el acu
Universitario de California (CSU) y erdo provisional ante una sala llena
la Asociacion de Profesores de Cali de miembros de CFA.
fornia (CFA) las dos entidades lle- El nuevo acuerdo fue ratificado por
garon a un acuerdo tentativo que el 91 por ciento por los miembros
puso fin al riesgo de huelga.
del sindicato y, basicamente, proteEl acuerdo que afecta contratos je beneficios salariales y logra "mede 23.000 maestros, entrenadores, joras modestas pero importantes
consejeros y bibliotecarios se al- para todos los miembros" segun
canzo a finales de julio y estara en Taiz.
vigor el 30 de junio de 2014, segun Taiz describio los esfuerzos del sin
el sitio web de CSU.
dicato para contrarestar Io que ella
En su visita a CSUMB campus, la llamo "el camino hacia la privatiPresidenta de CFA a nivel estatal, zacion de la educacion superior"
Lillian Taiz y la directora de la Rep- que CSU ha tornado. Iniciativas
resentante de Maestros de CFA, que desmantelan las practicas de
Kathy Sheffield, describieron el gobierno compartido, disminuiyen

la proteccion laboral y reducen los
salarios de verano, son muestras
del camino a la privatizacion, segun
la dirigente sindical.
La reunion fue organizada por el
recien elegido presidente de CFACSUMB, Steven Levinson.
La huelga en dos campos universitarios organizada por CFA el semestre pasado y el apoyo a un voto
de huelga mostro "la fuerza sindicalista y la determinacion para de
fender un contrato justo", dijoTaiz.
El nuevo reto del CFA es promover
la aprobacion de la Proposicion 30
en las elecciones de noviembre,
que decidira el destino de la edu
cacion superior en el estado. La

Proposicion 30 o "Ley de Proteccion
de las Escuelas Publicas"defendida
por el gobernador Brown incluye
la iniciativa al "Impuesto a los Millonarios" apoyada por el sindicato.
Si esta medida es aprobada, Taiz y
Sheffled explicaron, protegera las
instituciones K-12, colegios comunitarios y universidades publicas de
futuros recortes presupuestarios.
El otro desafio para CFA es derrotar
la Proposicion 32, la cual, podria
debilitar el poder de negociacion
de los sindicatos.
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No Room for Transfers?
Mallory DeGregori, Staff Reporter

Some Transfer Students Have No Place to Live On Campus

MDEGREGORI@CSUMB.EDU

According to the Director of
are the only ones not taken into
Transfer students have no des as Roommates and Rentals Offconsideration and are not made a Housing, ChipThomas, current resi ignated place to live on-campus Campus that can be found on MyCpriority.
dents have priority to residential therefore; they have to resort to SUMB. A recent look at these online
Sarah Siminski, junior, HCOM, is a halls, starting with freshman and off-campus housing. CSUMB has a groups show that students were
transfer student from Sacramento, sophomores, then juniors, and if list of websites which students can looking for places to live through
who was number four on the wait space allows, then seniors. They use to search for off-campus hous out the summer and into the sec
list for most of the summer until can pick spaces and have them ing options. The list is composed ond week of school.
she gave up her space to get an reserved for next year by partici of online newspapers, apartment
Chip Thomas states that the rea
apartment in order to start her new pating in Reservation Days. New websites, and Craigslist that can be son there are no housing for trans
job. Siminski says, "Getting into the incoming students are assigned found on online at CSUMB's Stu fers is because there are not enough
East
Campus
places over the dent Housing and Residential Life students to accommodate one hall
summer start page.
seemed so ex
so adding them with returning stu
citing! It was a
ing with the
Transfer student Chris Ramirez, dents is more accommodating. He
bummer to not
freshmen while was admitted to CSUMB under the also stated, "It does not make sense
upper classmen impression that he would get the to separate new transfer students
get in, but I love
and
transfer housing he needed. After being out of the population. You want
the apartment
I live in now with my awesome students are filled into whatever number 40 on the waitlist all sum them to integrate into the CSUMB
roommate."
spaces are left in the upper class mer it wasn't until the week before population to make connections
While the official census of men areas.
school started that he was assigned and friends so they can get accli
Other housing options are for a room. If he wasn't assigned a room mated to the campus quicker. This
CSUMB's population has not yet
concluded, the Admissions Depart married, disabled, and internation then his plan was to sleep on a girl's is why we place them into any open
PHOTO PROVIDED BY
ment roughly estimates there to al students. Along with on-campus couch. He commented on the ex spots in the appropriate areas."
OFFICE CLIPART
be 5,500 students enrolled this Fall housing, residents are offered dif perience, "The whole thing sucked
Transfer students are the only stu 2012. Within the student popula ferent services such as substance but I just had to believe I would get
dents accepted to Cal State Mon tion there are roughly 600 transfer free living, Project Higher Ground, in but it was a very stressful process
terey Bay (CSUMB) without being students. Yet, according to Stu and themed housing that can help and very deceiving."
The school also has online
offered a place to live on campus. dent Housing and Residential Life them connect to other students in
With the many housing options (SHRL), only 84 of those transfers their residence halls that they share groups that students can join like
common interests with.
Roommates on Campus as well
offered, it seems transfer students are living on campus.

It was a very
stressful process
and very deceiving

Electronics In The Classroom
Maseume Quartararo, Staff Reporter
MQYARTARARI@CSUMB.EDU

Best Used For Educational Purposes Only?

agrees, "I don't have a problem Sony Playstation today has more
with students on a laptop as long computing power than a multimil
as they're on task. I do have a prob lion dollar military supercomputer
Even if students feel that all their lem with students looking down circa 1997."
bases are covered by silencing their and giggling [at text messages]. If
Ochoa continued, "The conflu
devices, the act of using them in electronics are used appropriately ence of these scientific and tech
the classroom may pose a distrac they can be useful." The ease that nological advances combined with
tion. In other senses, electronics in various forms of electronic note the pressure to increase education
the classroom have been proven books bring has changed the way al capacity are creating the condi
to be beneficial to accommodate we find success in an educational tions for a perfect storm of disrup
expedited higher learning, but, for setting, as well as in life.
tive technical innovation upending
some, can be very distracting when
President Ochoa pressed the im an established industry by the en
use for personal use at "inappro portance of new technologies in try of new actors organized around
priate" times.
his President's Welcome Address,
new business models, built from
One class, who wished to remain
stating "We are living in an era of the ground up to take advantage
anonymous, made proposals to dizzying, accelerating technologi of the disruptive technology and
designate the back of the class cal change, driven fundamentally its new cost structure. The parallels
room for electronic-users, deeming by the advent of the microproces with what has happened in other
it a good area for using Facebook. sor and the geometric explosion industries have been well analyzed
Melanie Willis, Psychology Junior,
of computing power it has en by Christensen in his seminal book
stated, "as long as I can't hear gendered. As the author Michio The Innovator's Dilemma and oth
their phone vibrating...what is so Kaku relates in his book Physics ers."
important that they can't wait until of the Future, one of our current
CSUMB student Heather Craft,
after class?"
smartphones has more comput KIN, Junior, stated, "As long as
But even with the potential for ing power than was deployed in all they're not distracting, each person
electronics to divert attention away of NASA when we landed on the learns and takes notes their own
from lectures, students and faculty moon in 1969.The chip in a singing way". Like any distractions in class,
have also recognized the sheer greeting card has more computing the issue at hand is respect for most
convenience they bring as well. power than all the Allied forces that teachers. CSUMB Professor Samuel
CSUMB Professor Dr. Lee Ritscher
defeated Hitler in 1945. And a $300 Pacheco states "Electronic use is

STUDENTS USING LAPTOPS IN CLASS
PHOTO PROVIDED BY
ALBANY LAW TECH

okay as long as it's not abused or
disrespectful".
According to National School
Board Association's website www.
nsba.org, "We know now - based
on decades of use in schools, on
findings of hundreds of research
studies, and on the everyday ex

periences of educators, students,
and their families - that, properly
used, technology can enhance
the achievement of all students,
increase families' involvement in
their children's schooling, improve
teachers'skills and knowledge, and
improve school administration and

NEWS
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Campus Skating
not so
Black & White

Brandt Barstad, Staff Reporter

BBARSTAD@CSUMB@EDU

Reformed Policy Prevents Student Distress
Skateboarding often leads to
a rush of adrenaline, secretion
of endorphins, excitement, joy,
and the occasional broken bone.
Most of these, our campus tends
to encourage or, at least, allow.
The acceptance of this alternative
transportation
landmarks
a
progressive step in California
collegiate policy.
Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) stands as
one of few
campuses
in the state
that
allows
students
to
use
a
skateboard on campus, having
common courtesy be the gauge of
what is or is not acceptable.
Officially, skateboarding became
a legalized form of transportation
on Sept. 21, 2010 at an on-campus
Senate meeting.
Legalization
comes with
regulations; for
skateboarding, the Non-Motorized
Transportation
Policy
states

"No stunts, tricks, destroying
property, or continuously riding
in one location," continuing with
"be courteous and safe."
The
policy also limits skating to paved
campus walkways, parking lots
prohibited. Differing from most
other campuses, such as Humboldt
State University whose handbook
explains that skateboarding is
prohibited "on walkways, catwalks,
and fire lanes
and
access
roads." CSUMB's
policy
is
sustained more
by civility than
enforcement or punishment.
This is not to say our campus
dismiss all attempts to stop and
squeal on students bending policy.
Sophomore Paul Gilbertson used
to shred a portable rail isolated in a
CSUMB parking lot, but was forced
to cease his actions by the wrist
slap of a couple Resident Advisors.
Regarding how his skating affects

"Kind of dicks about
it"

others, he responds confidently, "I
don't see a problem...! don't think
they have a problem with us,"
besides authority figures being,
"kind of dicks about it." He then
explains how they may just follow
policy out of obligation with no
personal oppositions to his actions.
Understanding
the
policial
motivations
regarding
safety
regulation,
senior
Marcus
Mcmahon, Archeology, was rolled
upon
by
UPD
amidst
a
practice
skate session
with a friend
in a parking
lot
rimming
the edge of
campus. After
being educated on the "danger” of
their activity, they were forced to
abandon their specifically chosen
empty parking lot. Acknowledging
a generally positive history with
UPD, Mcmahon regresses, "They

have stopped us for dumb stuff."
Campus PD, though, is not
always so callous in dealing with
the actions of skateboarders on
campus. One occurrence, involving
two seniors bombing vigorously
down
Inter-Garrison
Road,
attracted the attention of of an
unmarked campus police vehicle
that proceeded to approach the two
speed junkies. Expecting a ticket,
or at least some sort of warning,
the two sat in
anticipation
of the officer's
authority.
The
officer
explained
his
toleration of their
transportation
methods
and gave each a leaflet on the
rules and regulations regarding

"Hey, aren't you the
kid who ate shit on
move-in weekend?"

skateboarding on campus. Before
moving on, the officer notices
one of the skaters and vocally
ponders, "Hey, aren't you the kid
who ate shit on move in weekend?"
Without hesitation, the recognized
raises his gnarled hand and replies,
"yup, that's me." Once alone, the
gnarled partner confesses in relief,
"I thought he was giving us a ticket."
"Me too."
When asked to comment on
skate boarding and its impact
on campus, UPD officers refused,
leaving the privilege of speaking
to Commander Short. He's been
unavailable.

The Otter Realm welcomes back
all Otters and welcomes all new
Otters to CSUMB!
The Otter Realm is always
accepting submissions from
students outside of the Otter
Realm Staff that can include
stories, photos, art, & poetry.

FRAME FROM WOODS'S YOUTUBE VIDEO "QUCK CLIPS"

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
JEFFREY WOODS

If interested please email us at
OtterRealm@CSUMB.EDU

SPORTS
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Otter Volleyball Opens CCAA Play
CSUMB team has eight freshman to go with eight returners
Patrick Kelley, Staff Reporter
PKELLEY@CSUMB.EDU

It's a new era in Cal State Monterey
Bay women's volleyball as the team
turns the page, youthfully so. This
season head coach Jody Garry
brings in a bevy of newcomers in
the form of eight freshmen along
with eight returners.
"A big focus for us in preseason
was to bond this group. We were
very specific in practice and out of
the gym in how we wanted to do
that," said Garry.
Evidentially the team building
exercises early on paid off for the
Otters as they began the season
with a 6-2 record in non-conference
action. Three of those wins coming
in their own tournament, the Otter
Classic. Arguably, the most impor
tant victory came against the Uni
versity of Alaska Anchorage.
"It was huge.This was a great op

ponent and obviously a regional
match-up for us. It was really two
major things for us. One was trust
and second it was true grit. When
you put that effort out your going
to get the results that you want,"
said Garry.
After putting together a success
ful run at home, the Otters headed
up north to Belmont for the Route
92 Tournament hosted by Norte
Dame de Namur University. CUSMB
finished 3-1, suffering their only
loss to Cal Baptist. In this tourna
ment it was the win over Art U that
stood out.
"That was a huge match for
us. I was pleased that we got to 5
games. We need to be pushed, we
need to be challenged. Our fresh
man Jessica Malcolm's ability to
step up was impressive," said Garry.
Putting together a challenging
non-conference schedule was im

portant for the Otters as they com
pete in a rigorous conference. The
California Collegiate Athletic Asso
ciation is well known to be full of
strong competition.
The list of opponents includes
2011 NCAA runner-up Cal State
San Bernardino, nationally ranked
No. 20 Sonoma State, No. 25 Chico
State, and UC San Diego, which is
receiving votes in the national poll.
The Otters first venture into the
CCAA schedule was a tough one as
they fell in 3 sets to both Sonoma
State and San Francisco State on
the road.
This however, is a team that is
young, talented and primed to
grow.
CSUMB women's volleyball re
turns to the Kelp Bed Friday, Sep
tember 28th as they play host to
the visiting Humboldt State Lum
berjacks.

MEMBERS OF THE CAL STATE MONTEREY BAY WOMEN'S
VOLLEYBALL TEAM CELEBRATE AFTER EARNING A
POINT IN THE OTTER CLASSIC TOURNAMENT.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
CSUMB ATHLETICS

Otter Stats and Standings
Women’s Soccer
Season Results
Record: 3-2 (1-2 CCAA)
Academy of Art 3-1 W
Domincan University 2-1 W
Sonoma State 0-4 L
No. 14 Chico State 2-1 W/OT
Cal State Stanislaus 0-4 L

Point Leaders
Andrea Davis 7pts
(3 Goals, 1 Assist)
Kristen Womack 5pts
(2 goals, 1 Assist)
Shoshana Wangerin 3pts
(1 goal, 1 Assist)

Women’s Volleyball
Season Results
Record: 6-4 (0-2 CCAA)
Dominican College 3-0 W
Minnesota State- Mankato 1-3 L
Maryville University 3-0 W
Alaska Anchorage 3-1 W
Cal Baptist 0-3 L
Notre Dame De Namur 3-0 W
Holy Names 3-1
Academy of Art 3-2 W
Sonoma State 0-3 L
San Francisco State 0-3 L

Kill Leaders
Julia Ashen 130
Jessica Malcolm 91
Lacee Ventura 44

Dig Leaders
Rachel Cookus 121
Lacee Ventura 105
Rachel Freeno 86

Men’s Soccer
Season Results
Record: 0-4 (0-3 CCAA)
Fresno Pacific University 0-3 L
Sonoma State 3-4 L
Chico State 0-1 L

Point Leaders
Servando Perez 2pts (1 Goal)
George Plakorus 2pts (1 Goal)
Conor Delaney lpt (1 Assist)

Cal State Stanislaus 0-2 L

Cross Country
Season Results
University of San Franciso Invite
Men: 10th place
Women: 10 th place
Hornett Jamboree
Men: 7th place
Women: 6th place
Mills College Invite
Men: 3rd place
Women: 2nd place

Top Time (Men)
Ben Garland 26:29 8k

Top Time (Women)
Hannah Bell 18:46 5k

SPORTS
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Intramural Sports Season Begins
Variety of activities gives students opportunity to play what they want
Tad Blevins, Staff Reporter
EBLEVINS@CSUMB.EDU

In four months time, Cal State Mon players, all kicking to recapture the
terey Bay will have completed their glory days of elementary school.
For evening intramural enter
newest project: a new recreation
field. Intramural sports has become tainment, volleyball is happening
a huge part of the CSUMB campus on Sundays at 6PM in the Otter
life, with more than seven teams Sports Center
and events planned throughout (OSC). Veteran
the year, according to the intramu intramural vol
leyball
par
rals website.
"The new field will be managed ticipant Claire
Senior,
by Outdoor Recreation and is cur Main,
rently under construction near HCOM, stated
North Quad housing, where the old "it gets you
baseball field was located," stated out there to try
Duane Lindsay, Senior, SBS. The something new or continue to do
sod-field is estimated to be com something you love."
On Tuesdays and Thursdays from
pleted in January 2013.
CSUMB will still be hosting the 7:30PM, indoor soccer games will
Fall 2012 Intramural Kickball Tour be held in the OSC.
Tuesday nights will be non-com
nament at the CSUMB Softball Park.
The single elimination tournament petitive recreational indoor soccer
will commence on Saturday the while Thursday Nights will be com
29th of September at 12PM. The petitive with teams vying for the
kickball teams will consist of 10-17 top spot.

Slow-pitch softball will com
mence on Sundays at the CSUMB
Softball Park beginning at 12PM.
Five-on-five basketball will be held
on Mondays in the OSC starting at
7:30 PM.

"It gets your out there
to try something new
or continue to do some
thing you love"- Claire
Main

Intramural
clubs are begin
ning to pop-up
all over campus
this year. Rugby
club is forthose
students who
are fans of the CSUMB rugby team,
who start their preseason schedule
with a game on the road against
the University of Pacific (UOP) on
the 13th of October in Stockton,
CA.
A water polo and swimming club
are also available to CSUMB stu
dents. As well as a disc golf club.
There are two disc golf courses

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
RYAN SCOTT

THE CAL STATE MONTEREY BAY RUGBY TEAM IN THE SCRUM VERSUS VISITING

UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO AT THE OTTER SPORTS COMPLEX LAST SEASON.

here on campus that are suitable
for either the novice or accom
plished disc golfer.
Disc golf is a way combination of
hiking, whilst throwing a disc, com
peting against yourself and others.
Outdoor Recreation also has a

list of trips located on their website:
acitivites.csumb.edu/outdoor-recreation, they are also located in the
Student Center.
For a detailed list of scheduled
events, visit activities.csumb.edu/
intramurals.

Women's Soccer off to Good Start
Reinke's team is 3-2 including an upset win vs. No. 14 Chico State
Brian Reeves, Staff Reporter
BREEVES@CSUMB.EDU

Summer is winding down, and fall
is approaching, but your Lady Ot
ters Soccer team is just starting to
heat up. The ladies are off to a hot
start this season, knocking off two
of their first three opponents. This
coming on the heels of a disap
pointing 2011 campaign, that saw
the women manage just one goal
on their home
field, in route
to a 3-14 re
cord.

nament.
The ladies plan to<
take this step with a
combination of senior leadership and
eager young talent.

Last
season's
leading
scorer,
Marlina Massagli, is no
longer with the team,
so
the
ladies
will be looking
elsewhere for
a spark offen
sively.
The spark the
Otters are look
ing for may come in the form of Se
nior and Monterey county native,
Gabriella Bozzo, who was tied for
second on the team in scoring last

"Get better everyday

by working harder and
playing smarter"

The
ladies
are
looking
to rebound this season and take a
step to the next level, a birth in the
California Collegiate Athletic Asso
ciation (CCAA) championship tour

season.
Another bright spot for the
team thus far has been, senior
Andrea Davis, who has a goal in
two of the first three contests.
When interviewed, women's
head soccer coach Erin Reinke,
praised Davis for her play and
ability to lead by example. Despite
past seasons disappointing record,
Coach Reinke, in her second year
as head coach, stated that morale
is high on the team, due in part
to both the play and "outgoing" na
ture of freshman Regan Porteous.
The team may have an unproven
offense, but they are more than ad
equate defensively with the return
of goal keeper, Kendra Gillio, who
held a solid 1.15 Goal Against Aver
age (GaAvg) last season.

Without question the team's
goals focus around earning a birth
in the CCAA championship tourna
ment, but Reinke also identified
the importance for the team, "To
get better everyday by...workin
harder and [playing] smarter.

Some players had become
accustomed to losing and
for Coach Reinke this sea
son is not just about wins
and losses, it's about
"changing the culture'
around the team. T
he road to a spot in the
CCAA conference cham
pionship
tournament
will not be easy how
ever. Both confer
ence rivals UC San

Diego and Sonoma State are na
tionally ranked Division II women's
soccer teams, the latter handing
the Otters their first loss of the sea
son in a 4-0 rout on September 7th.

The team's next 4 games will be
on the road and you'll
have to wait until
Sunday, September 30th
to get out and support your
Lady Otters soccer team.
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Tension Rises as Bulldozers
Author, Ben Garland
BGARLAND@CSUMB.EDU

Clear cutting trees marks the be
ginning of the Monterey Downs
development. Fort Ord Reuse Au
thority (FORA) plans to cut down
50,000 or more Coast Oak trees to
clear munitions in preparation for
the "pie-in-the-sky" development
project near parker flats.
The Monterey Downs is a pur
posed 1,500 residences, 400 hotel
rooms, retail areas, Olympic-sized
aquatic and tennis center and
horse racing track development
plan. The clear cutting of more
then 550 acres of trees to "root-ball"
began Oct. 2012 to help with the
finding of left over munitions in the
historical Fort Ord area.
According to keepfortordwild.
org, The Monterey Downs devel
opment is sponsored by a Malibu
based developer and the lands to
be used for Monterey Downs are
part of a $400 + million Federal
clean-up of Fort Ord so the devel
opers will get a taxpayer funded
clean-up of the lands to be used for
the development.
The clear cutting is currently
planned to take place from October
2012 through December of 2012.
All Access Corridor trails will be
closed. Closure signs will be placed
at Parker Flats Road and 8th Av
enue trailheads and at the junction

of the Parker Flats Cut-Off Road and
Parker Flats Road because they are
"unsafe."
Local attorney Zan Henson
dubbed the clear cutting as, "envi
ronmentally destructive". During
the August 29th Base Reuse Plan
Reassessment Report meeting
Fort Ord recreational users were
encouraged to speak to the FORA
board during the final public com
ment about the clear cutting.
Many Fort Ord recreational users
want to protect the Ord territory
to preserve its fragile ecosystems,
while others commented that they
have wanted the economy to be
stimulated by a development plan
for many years.
"The recent designation of Fort
Ord as a national monument was
a necessary step toward preserv
ing the natural environment that
makes this such a special place. We
cannot afford to make decisions
regarding future uses of the former
Fort Ord based solely on short-term
economic gains that may close off
greater long-run opportunities,"
stated Eduardo M. Ochoa, interim
president of CSUMB.
The land in the proposed devel
opment area is under the jurisdic
tion of Monterey County and the
City of Seaside, CA.
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Approach
Fort Ord Development Meets
Resistance
Keepfortordwild.org stated, "It
should be retained as a habitat
area in perpetuity for the good of
all citizens, not just the benefit of a
select few."
A Seaside resident commented
on the site that they would not
mind the development to move
forward as long as they re-do the
zoning to accommodate the exist
ing wildlife. A local attorney for
Veterans Wild Fort Ord comment
ed on the closure of trails stating,
'There have been trails everywhere
for years this proves there are no
more dangerous objects in the ord.
If there are no more dangerous
objects then why is the public not
allowed access?" Keepfortordwild,
org states, "There is lots of video
evidence of sanctioned events oc
curring on trails that are now off
limits/unsafe/no trespassing."
The CSUMB Cross Country Team
was forced to remap their routes in
the old territory to accommodate
for many new no trespassing signs
at the beginning of several trails
they have trained on for years.
Recreational use at Parker flats
regularly exceeds 100 visitors a day
on weekdays and often exceeds
200 visitors a day on weekends, ac
cording to keepfortordwild.org

The website Keepfortordwild.org
was started by a group called Vet
erans Wild Fort Ord that feels that
"this land belongs more to veterans
than it does to hovering special in
terest developers."They are a mix of
former recruits, drill sergeants, in
fantrymen, combat veterans, pilots,
POW's, military doctors, officers,
enlisted men and women veterans.
As stated on the website, "At this
controversial time there are differ
ent agencies and special interest
groups participating in a rigged
land grab to develop these unde
veloped lands."
The developers of Monterey
Downs project estimate when fin
ished, the development well great
ly increase the surrounding areas
economies. Monterey Downs web
site states, "Monterey Downs will
deliver a wide range of economic
benefits to the region. In addition
to creating $12 to $15 million in
new annual tax revenues."They also
stated they, "will be fiscally neutral
to the County and City's general
funds, generating approximately
$100 million in annual gross rev
enues from retail, hotel and weekly
events."

The Monterey Downs
is a purposed 1,500
residences, 400 hotel
rooms, retail areas,
Olympic-sized aquatic
and tennis center and
horse racing track
development plan
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Otter Spotlight
Shedding Light on New and Uprising Features on Campus

Self-Defense
for Women
Cal State Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
and
the
University
Police
Department (UPD) have teamed
up for a four-session self-defense
course
for
women,
beginning
October
2nd
from
6PM to 9PM.
RAD or Rape
Aggression
Defense,
"teaches
awareness
and
prevention
techniques, as well as realistic self
defense tactics," according to the
CSUMB website. They continue,
"physical and non-physical options
are presented as well as insight into

the attacker's mindset. It is not a
martial arts program, and does not
require a high level of fitness."
The course is free for students
and
all
participants
will receive a
manual to keep
and
use for
reference. Those
who
attend
all classes will earn a certificate of
completion. Remaining classes will
be held on October 4th, October
9th, and October 11th. Location is
to be determined. The course will
pick up again in February. Updates
can be found at police.csumb.edu/
RAD.

The course is open to
students, faculty and
staff members.

NAACP Chapter at CSUMB
An organization with more than
100 years of history promoting
racial
equality
and
fighting
discrimination opens a chapter
in our campus. The new National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP) chapter
was formed in September with
27members committed to work on
"real issues."
The inauguration of the chapter
counted with the presence of Mel
Mason, Monterey County NAACP

siblings. When he and his family
immigrated to the United States
they
settled
in Salinas and
he began his
journey
to
learn
English
and eventually
attend college.
Hernandez
hopes to enroll
in a master's
program in Counseling at CSU
Bakersfield after he graduates from
CSUMB.

Hernandez was
working on a farm
to help his widowed
mother support his
four siblings

reach out on our campus through
several committees that we have
established. Currently our biggest
issue is our Voting rights campaign
taking place in early October. We
plan on getting known on our
campus by paying attention to
current issues on our campus such
as hiring more minority staff, and
equality education," explained
current interim-president, Shiyla
Goodie, MAJOR YEAR.

Japanese Major
Cal State Monterey Bay has taken
big strides towards strengthening
our multicultural foundation as a
university. A new major has taken
center stage at Cal State Monterey
Bay. A Bachelor of Arts in Japanese
Language and Culture has hopes
to help develop "students' literacy

William Hearst
CSU Trustees
Renee
Award
Curry

Jose
Hernandez,
Junior,
Collaborative Health and Human
Services
with
an
emphasis
in Social Work
and
Public
Health, is the
2012
William
R. Hearst/CSU
Trustees' Award
for Outstanding
Achievement.
At the age of 9 Hernandez was
working on a farm to help his
widowed mother support his four

branch president.
"NAACP is the oldest and
largest civil rights organization in
history and serves its purpose as
ensuring justice and equal rights
for all Americans despite race,
ethnicity, creed, sexual orientation,
or religious beliefs. CSUMB was
officially chartered as of July 26,
2012. We are now in the process of
elections and are currently having
weekly meetings on Fridays at 4pm
in the student. We discuss ways to

Congratulations to Dr. Renee Curry
who will be honored by the Arts
Council for Monterey County at its
annual Champions of the Arts gala.
Dr. Curry, HCOM professor, is
being honored for her role in
bringing the CSU Summer Arts
program to Cal State Monterey Bay.
Dr. Curry will join past Arts
Council honorees and CSUMB
faculty members Jennifer Colby
(2007), Amalia Mesa-Bains (2009),
and Enid Baxter Blader (2012).

in global matters, multiculturalism,
and cultural diversity," according to
the CSUMB website.
Hopes are high for the new
program, which is said to help
"prepare students for successful
careers
as
professionals
in
Teaching, Business and Technology,

Travel,
Governmental
and
Nongovernmental Agencies and
for Graduate Study in Japanese
Studies, Linguistics, Asian Studies,
Translation and Interpretation, or
focused international disciplines
such as Policy, Management, and
Business.

Quidditch
Slytherins, Hufflepuffs, Gryffindors,
and Ravenclaws will have the
opportunity to play Quidditch at
the Main Quad on Friday, October
19th and Saturday, October 20th.
Games are 20 minutes long and
consist of a maximum 16 teams,
with seven to 14 players on
each team. Each team has three
"chasers," two "beaters," and one
"keeper." The game begins with a
chaser from each team standing

in the center with the other
teammates positioned around
them (much like a basketball game
tip-off). The beaters stand back
some, protecting their goals. The
quaffle is tossed into the air by the
referee (that's you) and the center
chasers try to tip the ball to another
chaser on their team. Seekers and
beaters don't touch the quaffle.
More information can be found at
activities.csumb.edu/quidditch.
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Student Archaeologists Digging
Up Grants Event Draws California Historians and Archaeologists
Edited by Otter Realm Staff,
Original Text by Jewel Gentry
JGENTRY@CSUMB.EDU

Although California residents
have already been experiencing
the painful spikes in gasoline
prices over the past several years,
Chevron's Aug. 6 refinery fire
has ensured a tighter budget for
most Californians. But what effect
will this devastating
ccurrence
specifically
have
on
California
college students? More
specifically, what effect
will it have on Cal State
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) students?
With the majority of college
students living on their own, the
cumulative expenditures tend to
make living financially difficult. As
gas prices peek tomore than $4 per
gallon as a result of the massive
refinery fire, students are choosing
between luxury and necessity in
order to make ends meet.

For
some
students,
the
enjoyment of leisure activities is
sacrificed as aresult of this new
expense. The extra money that was
saved for "fun" isnow being spent
on the additional cost of gas, which
is expected "to riseby 10 to 15 cents
per gallon over coming weeks as a
result of the fire" according to San
Francisco Chronicle reporter Paresh

deficit that heightened gas prices
has had on their recent finances.
"I have two regular jobs and I'll
babysit on weekends," Harshman
adds. "The cash I make from sitting
goes to gas usually."
CSUMB students who are living
on campus and throughout the
school's established residential
areas are definitely feeling this
financial inconvenience. However,
what about those unlucky
students who live further
from school, who are
feeling this burden even
more so?
There are many students
who are not as fortunate to live
on campus. This large portion of
students serve as commuters,
unlike others where much of their
educational and social lives are
centered on or close to campus.
For students who are commuting
on a daily basis at least four to five
times per week (if not, more), the

We have one club requirement

for membership; Effort!
Dave. "It's harder to drive places to
do activities," said CSUMB senior
Jessica Harshman. "I always have
to ask myself if the activity is worth
the gas to get there."
Students are also having to pick
up more shifts, as well as longer
shifts at their designated work
places in order to make up the

price at which gas is currently set
is devastating and has become a
huge financial burden, especially
for students who are living on
their own and fully supporting
themselves.
"I'm probably spending an
extra 50 to 100 dollars more now
because of [gas] prices," said Shelly
Hendrickson, a junior at CSUMB.
"I have to limit trips home [to
San Jose] in order to pay for my
commute to school everyday."
CSUMB has recognized the
burden of this situation on many
students, specifically targeting
those who happen to be longerdistance commuters.
CSUMB is providing new ways
to help their students ease the
financial weight by creating newer
and
improved
transportation,
extending their bus routes to and
from Salinas all the way through to
Monterey.
CSUMB even provides a public

transit bus that is a direct route from
Salinas to the CSUMB campus. You
can find specific shuttle times and
locations on the CSUMB website,
located on the Transportation
Resource page.
CSUMB also offers the Otter
Rideshare Board (ORB), located
on campus in the Student Center.
This allows students to find or
create a carpool or vanpool system.
Whether heading out of town
or planning an eventful outing,
students can save gas money easily
with this program. You can also find
details about this on the CSUMB's
Transportation Resource page.
Even though the refinery fire
is causing disruption in the life
of
collegestudents
statewide,
CSUMB is aware of the matter and
will continue to dowhat they can
to aid their students through this
difficulty.

President Ochoa Interview Cont...

dency, starting as a faculty mem
ber and moving up. I have 29 years
of experience and understand the
CSU system. This is my fifth CSU
campus, so I have a pretty good
perspective on how things work."

does not just effect our CSU. We are
challenging keeping costs down
so we are not faced with the need
to raise tuition. CSUs, particularly
CSUMB in general, is one of the
most efficient public instituations
in terms of how much we spend
per fulltime student."

are lots of good things there, but public opinion will make a differ mainting your position as an authorathe ideas at the time were vionsary ence."
tive figure at CSUMB?
and are now becoming widespread
It has become increasingly evident
"I thought I was personable al
within universities. Under Presi that there is a lack of attention on art ready," Ochoa laughed. "This is
dent Harrison, a lot of basic build majors. Aside from the CSU Summer Arts something I have begun working
ing blocks of a mature university program, what can we expect in regards on right away. I have made sure to
With a background in education on
were put into place. We have all the to financial attention and educational get out and go to events and meet
the federal level, what kind of perspec
elements, the foundation, now we credibility within the CSU Arts programs? ings around campus. I just recently
tive do you think you are able to offer
Will the quality of our education suf need to go back and look at what
"I like to bring up a story when attended a soccer game against
CSUMB?
fer at these financial setbacks and re makes us unique and what we can it is appropriate. Steve Jobs was Sonoma State, my old stomping
"It helps to know what the na structured educational plans?
excel in."
speaking and had a photo behind grounds as CSU President."
tional context is and helps to bring
"We need a new model to help
Do you believe students have the him. The photo showed a mythical
Do you have a daily motto that you
that perspective to assess the rel support these issues. We need to power to fight tuition and fee increases intersection divided by two streets: live by?
evance or importance of different design an inherently more efficient and educational budget cuts, with ex Technology and Liberal Arts. You
"It is called the Golden Rule:Treat
things impacting the campus. CSU way of delivering teaching and amples in Occupy CSUMB and Students can be an engineer and find out the others as they would have you treat
systems have well-thought of plac learning. This starts by designing for Quality Education (SQE)?
best way something will work, but them. It's the Golden Rule plus, be
es that are in tune with national is learning experiences that will be
"Political action can impact without creativity, innovation will cause it takes into account cultural
sues. Obama has a goal to be the more effective and more efficient."
what happens. The state is making be nonexistent."\
differences."
most educated nation in the world
You also discuss how CSUMB "is poised choices and setting priorities and
How does CSUMB differ from other
Do you have any parting words?
by 2020 and colleges need to raise to make the next qunatum advance in they do not do this in a vaccuum. campuses you have been employed by?
"Just that I am very happy to be
the number of graduates from 20 quality and regional/national impact, If there is a public outcry against
"CSUMB is a campus of innova here and I hope and expect that he
to 40 percent.
even as we face a challenging national deprioritizing our education, that tion and change. Our campus cul will continue here beyond interim
In your President's Welcome Address, and state environment." Can you elabo ought to be able to influence politi ture is more open to innovation term, and do think that CSUMB is
you discuss your collaboration with rate on where you think CSUMB will be cians. The reality of American poli and change than typical universi a campus with tremendous poten
President Obama concerning college af in the next five to ten years?
tics is that two things count: votes ties. We are small and new enough tial, we have the resources here, hu
fordability, what can students expect to
"In the first few founding years, and money. Engaging in direct po to change our models and imple man resources, to actually leverage
see in the future in regards to tuition/fee innovative and creative ideas were litical action against the most con ment new sustainable models of that potential and fulfill it.
increases as well as scholarship/finan- implemented to create this insti venient nearby target does not get higher education."
cial aid opportunities?
tution. The vision statement was you anywhere. The focus needs to
How do you plan to become a more
"This is a system wide issue, it developed by founders and there be on Sacramento and voters plus personable face on campus, while
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You Otter Study Abroad: Sweden
Johan Snider, Staff Reporter
JSNIDER@CSUMB.EDU

o what's crazy about going
exactly like what you would
from CSU Monterey Bay to 5000 think European
mile away Uppsala Sweden is that buildings would look like: old
there's like 200,000 people in this and made out of stone and OH MY
city and like 40,000 of them are GOD there's a
students. That's number one. Num legit cathedral here that looks so
ber two is that in the city-part-of- badass you need to go Google
the-city, that's where everybody search "Uppsala Cathedral" right
hangs out. So
now! People can
yea, there's like
go in anytime
a ton of people
and just look at
here. They all
the crazy arch
have bikes. They
es—it's so
all speak Swed
beautiful. And
ish and English
right
through
(Thank
God).
the center of the
And they are
town there's a
probably the most helpful, kind, river that is surrounded by so much
politest people on earth. I kid you nature scenery it's ridiculous.l have
not, I went to the Swedish Best never seen more wild flowers, and
Buy to get an adapter for my Mac. berry bushes, and fruit trees just in
I asked the guy where they were. random places. It's so clean, and
He went behind the counter pulled naturey it's beautiful.
one out and said, "Here you go." I Oh and the student life here is
was like,"whoa." For real, you can be amazing! But in all seriousness,
anywhere, and ask anyone, where students here are beyond
anything is and they will get direc responsible with going out. There is
tions for you and take you there.
no drunk driving. There are no
There are so many buildings in student deaths. It's perfectly safe
the city and they all look
for girls to walk home alone at

S

"Oh, and the student
life here is amazing! “

night. It's crazy for me to see how
their society functions.
Moving in was pretty nuts, the
other international
students from the
CSU helped me a
ton. When I got here
my todo list looked
like: food, phone,
bus card, welcome
packet, internet
connection, go to
IKEA(Swedish IKEA
rocks!), laundry, visa
card, class
registration
and
the only thing I still
have yet to do is
buy a nice bicycle,
but after a week I'm
pretty settled in.
Also, there's no RA's
here. The rooms
here are all sin
SWEDISH FLAG
gles. There's no
campus dining.
There are 16
different types of recycling. The
street lights here are at stop sign
heights. There's a million

CSUMB Student Says "Hej"
from Sweden

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
SARAH CHAFI

roundabouts. And I swear the sun
comes up and then it like swings
horizontally across the sky and
then sets. It's really freaky.
All in all, I'm doing pretty good.

Skyping my friends and checking
the CSUMB Meme page has me
acting nostalgic but for now: one
week down, nine months to go.

International
Students
As fall settles upon CSUMB, so does it's international students
Rachel Center Staff Reporter
RCENTER@CSUMB.EDU

very year CSUMB looks for new
ways to redefine their diversity
through it's students and
faculty alike. With the help of the
international programs
department, CSUMB has the
unique opportunity to enhance
their diversity by hosting students
from every corner of the globe.
Every year, a new batch of
students from all over the world
come to CSUMB to learn, discover,
and most importantly grow as
individuals through cultural
immersion. It is this personal
mission alone that makes them a
vital asset to not only the growth
of our own community, but the
growth of ourselves as individuals
as well. We can learn just as much
about culture and the world at
large from the international
students as they can from us.
With these new set of eyes, there's
no boundaries to how wide our
perspective can stretch. Please help
me in welcoming the students that
keep the heart of this universities
diversity beat as well as it does, our
2012-2013 international students.

E

Name: Angelie "Angie" Cartagena
Age: 21
Area of Study: Marine Sciences
Place of Origin: Cayey, Puerto Rico
Why did you choose to study
in California?"! wanted to go
somewhere warm and close to
the beach. I had already been to
Florida so I looked to the West
Coast and California made sense."
What do you like about CSUMB
so far?"Everything!The people
and faculty are very helpful and
friendly. I love the close
proximity to the beach and the
city of Monterey, it is so beautiful.
I spent an entire day once taking
pictures of only flowers."
Any cultural differences you've
noticed/experienced?"l am not
used to strangers saying hi to me
in passing and talking to me. It's
weird because I don't know who
they are, but they act like they
know me, and they don't. The most
I have gotten from people back
home in passing has been a quick
smile. I used to not like it but now I

do because it makes me feel apart
of a community. It doesn't make
you feel invisible.
"What is one thing you want
people to know about your
culture?"! want people to know
about the hieroglyphics of Puerto
Rico left over by the Indians.
They're a big part of our culture
that not a lot of people know
about. They are just as important
as the Mayans in the Caribbean.
"What are your plans after
graduation?" I want to be a fish!
I want to return to CSUMB to
complete my masters in Marine
Sciences."

Name: Kokoro Sakurai
Age: 20
Area of Study: English
Place of Origin: Nagoya, Japan
Why did you decide to study in
California?"! didn't decide, my
teacher did."
What do you like about CSUMB so
far?"l like nice people, the helpful
teachers, the location, the weather,
and the beaches."
Any cultural differences you've
noticed/experienced?"The food. I
think the food is healthier in Japan.
I've gotten sick from some of the
food here. It is also served in very
big portions. I am not used to that.
Also, the cars are different here!
The steering wheel is on the left

"I LIKE THE NICE
PEOPLE, THE HELPFUL
TEACHERS,THE LOCA
TION, THE WEATHER,
AND THE BEACHES"

side instead of the right."
What is one thing you want people
to know about your culture?"The
Japanese pride themselves in their
hospitality towards others. We are
very welcoming people."
What are your plans after
graduation?"! want to become a
flight attendant or do other work
in the business of travel."

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
RACHEL CENTER
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Meet the New Members of SHRL

Claire Main, Staff Reporter
CMAlN@CSUMB.EDU

Starting this year the Cal State Uni
versity Monterey Bay (CSUMB) will
be seeing new faces in the Student
Housing and Residential Life (SHRL)
department. At the end of last year
the department was going through
some changes and looking for new
people to fill the open slots in the
department. Now only four weeks
into the new school year Jennifer
Crompton, Alex Jernigan and Tom
Burns are finally settling into their
place on the campus.

Jennifer Crompton: Assistant Di
rector for Student Housing and
Residential Life. Originally from:
Illinois
"When I came to the on campus
interview, the people were fantastic
and the position was a really good
fit. I was looking for a program that
was still growing and changing, all
those things really played into why
I chose this campus." Said Cromp
ton When asked why she joined the
staff here at CSUMB.
Jennifer Crompton was a Resi
dential Advisor (R.A) for most of her
college career, and the one myth
that stood out the most for her
while she was applying for the R.A
job "was writing people up, getting
people in trouble, being a kind of
police of the floor which I was not
excited about because that was not
something I wanted to do. I think
that was the myth that was scary
too me but was completely untrue.
It was such a small part of my job."
Being an R.A was just the begin
ning, with those years being behind
her now she is now the Assistant
Director and still loving what she
does "I love working with students,
I love the growth, where they start
to where they finish, I love the way
they challenge me on a daily basis, I
learn a lot."Said Crompton, and she
hopes to be here for at least five
years to see the changes and the
growth the school will go through.

Tom Burns: Marketing and Out Alex Jernigan: Community Direc Danielle Morales: RA, 4th Floor Tatiana Dupone: Residential Ad
reach Coordinator. Originally From: tor for North Quad.Originally From: Vineyard Suites, North Quad. Year: visor 2nd Floor Pinnacles, North
Cleveland Area, Ohio.
Stockton, California.
Senior. Originally From: Lemoore, Quad
Tom Burns returned this year to
While in his undergraduate at California
Year: Senior
CSUMB as the marketing and out Sacramento Jernigan was involved
Like so many others Morales
Originally From: San Diego, Cali
reach coordinator. Although he is in the campus not only as a resi came to CSUMB as a transfer stu fornia
not a newcomer to the system, he dential advisor, but a peer mentor dent last year, trying to figure out
Although Dupone joined the
began working at CSUMB in 2008 and was a co-founder of a fraternity the campus. "Coming in as a trans Residential Life staff because she
as the North Quad Community Di chapter on campus.
fer student it was really hard for me wanted to gain professionalism and
rector. Last year he took a six month
Coming to this campus Jernigan to find "my place" here on campus," build her resume for the future she
hiatus to work on his masters in already knew he wanted to be in Said Morales, "but after developing also wanted to get involved in the
Milwaukee, returning to CSUMB volved the changes the campus a friendship with my former Resi campus and try something new.
this year to a new position. A posi and Residential Life department dential Advisor, I got inspired and "I wanted to understand people
tion where he keeps students, par would go through. Specifically thought an R.A position would be more," said Depone, "I want to see
ents and everyone around campus choosing CSUMB because it was the perfect way to get involved."
what else is out there and expand
involved through social media.
expanding and there were a num
When asked what her fear was my knowledge and life experience."
Starting this position from ber of opportunities here to get about taking the R.A position
Dupone says she has surprised
scratch Burns says he wants to people involved.
Morales Said "One of my biggest herself in her new position, having
make sure he is doing what the
"I want to see more people in fears was that I would be in a situ to balance everything she does.
department needs and bringing volved, having more students on ation that I didn't know how to Keeping up with not only her own
out the good in the department the area councils and involved in handle." But after almost a month schoolwork and job, but also mak
instead of the negative. "I hope I leadership opportunities on cam into school Morales says she now ing time to spend time with her
can make what everyone is doing pus," Said Jernigan, "I want to help knows that whatever position she residents and constantly keeping
in the residential life department build the bridge between the finds herself in she has her staff to up with emails saying it's just a dif
and translate it so students know students and the housing depart learn on.
ferent lifestyle for her. But so far she
we are doing it," said Burns, "and ment, to help strengthen the ties."
Morales hopes that by the end loves it.
make it the best possibly experi
of this year she hopes to have
After graduations Dupone hopes
ence while they are obtaining their
matured her work ethic, saying to apply to a master's program and
degree."
"because I am in my senior year end up in the Navy.
it almost time to get into the real
world, and I hope this job will have
me prepared for any future jobs
post graduation."

Let the Games Begin!
Claire Main, Staff Reporter
CMAIN@CSUMB.EDU

Students at Cal State Monterey
Bay (CSUMB) have the chance to
win pizza or an ice-cream party
for their dorm by participating in
the Poseidon Games. The Posei
don games are throughout the
first four months of the school year.
Students living in the first year resi
dence hall will be able to compete

Bring Glory to Your Dorm
against each other by attending
certain events around campus and
will win a trophy, which will be dis
played around campus.
Anyone living in the halls can
participate in the games. All they
have to do is look for a sign-in
sheet at the designated events to
win points for their hall. There will

only be a 30-minute opportunity at
each event to get points for each
building, 15 minutes before and
after each event begins. Every two
weeks the standings will be updat
ed on the Poseidon Games page on
the CSUMB website as well as in the
weekly Otter Be Involved.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
JEFFEREY LEWIS
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A Glimpse into Paris Bakery
Mallory DeGregori, Staff Reporter
MDEGREGORI@CSUMB.EDU

Paris Bakery is the place to get that
Jegat's daughter Vivianne now
morning jolt and satisfy your sweet runs the wholesale department in
tooth. This family owned business Seaside where an assortment of
offers the convenience of quickly breads are made, while Jackie, 56,
grabbing breakfast, lunch, or des continues to be the Master Baker in
sert in either of their two locations, Monterey creating new croissants,
in Seaside minutes away from cam cakes, and other delicacies.
pus or in Monterey.
All the breads and baked goods
The Owner and Master Baker, are made fresh daily. Each morn
Jackie Jegat, moved from France to ing, the bakeries switch, trading
Monterey and founded Paris Bak some of the breads made in Sea
ery in 1985, origi
side for the baked
nally calling it Le
goods made in
Montmartre.
Monterey so each
Jegat
met
store will have
Sonja, a local
both bread and
baker, who sold
baked goods.The
her bakery to
Seaside whole
join forces with
sale warehouse
Jegat, while Jesupplies
baked
gat's daughters,
goods to restau
Angelique
and
rants, hotels, and
Vivianne, moved
coffee
houses
from France to
around the Mon
live
with
terey Peninsula.
their
father
Seaside Paris
JACKIE JEGAT POSING FOR HIS
and welcome
PICTURE AT PARIS BAKERY
Bakery Manager Yestheir
baby
enia Magallanes, has
brother Oliver.
been working at Paris Bakery for
The family keeps the bakery their nine to ten years she says, "I love
top priority. Sonja and Jackie even it! It's really nice, the family is really
got married in the bakery. Making nice." Magallanes experience with
sure the ceremony worked around the company has made her a true
the bakery schedule, they agreed fan of the family's baked goods and
to hold the wedding after closing.
hard work.

Doggie Stylez
615 Lighthouse Ave Monterey,Ca 93940 831.917.7645 www.doggiestylez.com

Paris Bakery offers a variety of
baked goods from classic cookies,
brownies, and cinnamon rolls to
scones, danishes, and meringues.
Their most stocked item is their
soft, flaky croissants which come
in an assortment of flavors from
different types of fruits, choco
late, and meats and cheeses. Ma
gallanes says her favorite baked
good in the bakery is the cream
cheese croissant.
The bakery also carries a variety
of cakes and pies, as well as quich
es. There is a range of sandwiches
including paninis, focaccias, and
French sandwiches.They also boast
a large coffee selection. This is a
simple layout of the Paris Bakery in
Seaside while the Bakery in Mon
terey is bigger and has a wider va
riety, carrying more types of sand
wiches, as well as soups and salads.
If interested in more information
about Paris Bakery you could visit
their Facebook page or website at
www.parisbakery.us. In order to
visit them starting from the school,
go down General Jim Moore Boule
vard, Turn right onto Broadway Av
enue and Paris Bakery is on the left
hand side at 1232 Broadway Ave. If
interested in getting a wider selec
tion at Paris Bakery in Monterey it
is located at 271 Bonifacio Plaza,
Monterev, California.

OUTSIDE OF PARIS BAKERY IN
MONTEREY

PHOTOS PROVIDED BY
MALLORY DEGREGORI

INSIDE OF PARIS BAKERY IN MONTEREY

In Need of Some
Advice?

Ask Alice!
All submissions will be anonymous!
Email at OtterRealm@CSUMB.EDU
Check out the next issue of the Otter Realm for your
advice to be answered!
Complementary drink when CSUMB Students show ID
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K-Pop-ularity
Korean Pop Gains Popularity
Throughout U.S

With over 130 million views on
YouTube to date, "Gangnam Style"
has become the number one most
viewed K-pop music video.

Shannon Berger, Staff Reporter
SBERGER@CSUMB.EDU

It has been said that music is the
key to bringing people together.
No matter where the music is
from or what language it is in, if it
is good music people will enjoy it.
Music does not have borders. With
international music being so easily
available on the web, it is no won
der that Korean pop has become
so popular throughout the United
States.
Korean pop, or K-pop as it is ab
breviated, is a genre of pop mu
sic originating from South Korea.
Similar to its 90s boy and girl group
counterparts, K-pop groups create
addictive pop tracks accompanied
by intricate dance routines that
help add another element to their
performances.
With the overload of solo art
ists in the US, these K-pop groups
help to bring back the feel of our
favorite 90s groups while adding a
modern twist, all while being sung
in Korean.
Although K-pop has been gain
ing popularity throughout the
United States, it is not as well
known on the Cal State Monterey
Bay campus. Out of 40 students in
terviewed, only 17 knew about the
genre. While it is a small number,
out of the 23 that did not know the
genre half said they would be inter
ested in listening to the genre and
researching further.
Those who did know the genre
were able to list off their favorite
K-pop artists. Some of the best
known K-pop artists here on cam
pus are Girls'Generation, Big Bang,
Wonder Girls, SHINee, Hyuna of
4Minute and Psy.
Although groups are the big
thing in the K-pop industry, some
solo artists do manage to become
popular within South Korea and
abroad. One such artist that has
been taking his home country and
America by storm is Psy, a 34-yearold rapper who's latest single,
"Gangnam Style", has become viral
almost overnight.

With over 130 million views on
youtube to date, "Gangnam Style"
has become the number one most
viewed K-pop music video. With
the song's addictive tune, amus
ing music video and easy to copy
dance moves there is no question
as to why "Gangnam Style" has be
come so popular overseas.
While Psy has become an over
night success here in the US, many
other K-pop artists have managed
to test out the waters here, pro
moting English songs and having
concerts in venues such as The Sta
ples Center of Los Angeles, CA and
Madison Square Garden in New
York, NY.
Girls'Generation, a nine member
girl group is one such group that
has began promoting in the US.
"The Boys", which was released Oc
tober 19, 2011 in both English and
Korean, was Girls'Generation's first
attempt at releasing an interna
tional single.
"The Boys:" was produced by
Teddy Riley, best known for pro
ducing songs for the likes of Mi
chael Jackson, Bobby Brown, Usher
and many more. The song man
aged to peak at #64 on the iTunes
music chart and debuted at #2 on
Billboard's Billboard World Albums
chart.
With their promotion of "The
Boys", they became one of the first
Korean groups to be broadcast on
network television, first perform
ing their song on "The Late Show
With David Letterman"and then on
"Live! With Kelly". Some of the oth
er K-pop artists to promote in the
U.S are Wonder Girls, BoAand 2ne1.
While K-pop has been gaining
popularity throughout the United
States, the genre still has room to
grow before it becomes a house
hold name. With more and more
artists coming over from South Ko
rea to promote in the U.S, it is not a
question of will the genre become
popular but when.

GIRLS' GENERATION MEMBER TIFFANY TEACHES KELLY A DANCE MOVE FROM 'THE BOYS'

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
JON TOTH

Back to school
For Less Than $20
* Cool Clothing
* Name Brands
* School Gear
* Everyday Specials

This Outfit,
Less Than $20

* Local & Green

* Thousands of
selections daily
Marina - 266 Reservation Rd.
Monterev - 571 Lighthouse Am
Salinas - 708 E Ahsal St.
Salinas Center- 1525 N. Main St
Seaside - 729 Broadway Ave.
Watsonville - 470 Main St

Reuse, Recycle & Revisit

Major Score,
Name brand
item

Follow us
on Facebook

GOODWILL

Our Business is Changing Lives !

Learn more at scgoodwill.org
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Lawmakers Denounce AntiSemitism on College Campuses
The First Amendment and Academia
Keegan Cuellar, Staff Reporter
KCUELLAR@CSUMB.EDU

On August 28, our law-makers in
Sacramento voted to pass the bill
HR 35 denouncing anti-Semitism,
which is suspicion of, hatred, or
discrimination towards Jews due
to their Jewish heritage, at UC and
CSU campuses. The bill is said to
help university officials fend off any
anti-Semitic remarks, campaigns,
or protests on their campuses.
The author of the bill, Linda Halderman, R-Fresno, stated, "Califor
nia schools need to recognize that
anti-Semitism is still a very real is
sue on college campuses around
the state — it did not disappear
with the end of World War II." At
first glance, this bill appears to be a
Godsend for the oppressed, and for
those who have not had the means
to defend themselves.
However, this bill oversteps its
boundaries, and ours as individual
college students. As Thomas Murn-

er said many years ago, we are
"throwing the baby out with the
bathwater,"meaning we are getting
rid of the essential, but also getting
rid of the inessential. The bill states
"The United States Commission on
Civil Rights reported in 2006 that
anti-Semitism exists on some col
lege campuses and is often cloaked
as criticism of Israel, and recom
mended that colleges and uni
versities ensure that students are
protected from actions that could
create a hostile anti-Semitic envi
ronment."
This not only assumes that an
authentic protest could be antiSemitic, but implies that because
of anti-Semitism being found on
some colleges we cannot have pro
tests against Israel, because we will
be creating "a hostile anti-Semitic
environment." If we, as a group of
students, felt the current tension
between Iran and Israel was wrong
we would not be able to protest
openly and freely due to the fear of

creating a "hostile" environment ac should be condemned, but this res
cording to the bill.
olution goes far beyond that," said
As students and American citi Rachel Roberts, a spokeswoman for
zens we have the right to protest the group.
whatever we choose. It is alarming
By characterizing pro-Palestinian
that the lawmakers in Sacramento speech as anti-Jewish, the Legis
use a form of the "Slippery Slope" lature sidelines those Muslim stu
logical fallacy,
dents and pro
which
states
gressive Jewish
that if A were
students
who
to occur then C,
often organize
D, E, and F must
together
to
occur, much like
raise awareness
a small push
about the Mid
of an object over the edge would dle East.
inevitably cause the object to fall
The UC system has begun
down the slope, in their bill.
"strengthening system wide poli
However, we cannot simply as cies prohibiting student conduct
sume that because there have motivated by bias, including re
been reported incidents of anti- ligious bias," (Bill HR 35) but is not
Semitism on campus, and some of most of our propaganda biased?
which, unfortunately, resulted in Are we not already leaning toward
violence, we no longer can control one side of an issue when it arises?
our own, let alone speak out of our
Telling students, let alone peo
own accord. The Council of Ameri ple, that we cannot conduct any
can Islamic Relations said, "To be protest that has a bias is simply
clear, genuine acts of anti-Semitism unconstitutional; bias is innate. We

This bill demonizes
anything that is antilsrael as anti-Semitic

cannot stop being biased just like
we cannot stop breathing. This is a
vagrant disregard to our rights as
informed, educated, and free indi
viduals. To make matters worse this
bill was passed while most of the
schools were out of session, and it
casts a dark shadow on it.
The issue of anti-Semitism is a
very real issue and, much like rac
ism and sexism, is not one that will
merely evaporate in the morning
sun. It needs careful attention, and
less rash actions. This bill brands
anything that is anti-lsrael as antiSemitic, which we all know is sim
ply not true.
We need to find an equilibrium
wherein we can slowly diminish
and cast out anti-Semitism, with
out scrapping our rights along with
it. The baby and the bath water are
two different things, and as intel
ligent individuals, we must ensure
they remain as such.

Dr. Andrew Waters' Departure
Students Questioning Future Of Program
questions on the status of classes
and even the future of the depart
ment. Music major Stevie Rae Ste
Two weeks before the start of phens heard much of the news
school, Recording Technology ma through hearsay and remembers
jor Drew Hardesty received alarm that, "it was sheer panic and anger
ing news. Three of the music cours at first".
es he was enrolled in had been
Although some students were
jeopardized as the professor, Dr. not worried about the courses
Andrew Waters, had just turned in being cancelled, most were con
his resignation to take a significant cerned with how the school would
position at Capitol Records. With replace a professor with such valu
a Masters in Jazz and Contempo able experience and so little time.
rary and a PhD in Performance and Dr. Waters had a strict teaching
Composition, Dr. Waters brought style that left its mark on former
"extensive experience as a bassist, students. As Drew Hardesty recalls,
performer, composer, recording he "pushed us in the right direc
engineer and educator"to Cal State tion. He was tough on some kids,
but the ones that could persevere
Monterey Bay.
After Dr. Waters emailed his for in the long run would ultimately be
mer student assistant with news better students." Like many courses
of his resignation, the information at CSUMB, Dr. Waters' classes were
was then circulated to students student centered and pressed stu
somewhat chaotically. Many details dents to work hard and become
were left unclear, leaving students largely self-sufficient, a lesson some
looking towards rumors to answer fear will not be instilled in incom
Ricca Belli, Staff Reporter
RBELLI@CSUMB.EDU

ing freshman. Stevie Rae Stephens trated and dissatisfied. However,
also recalled his hard teaching style with such short notice many agree
and how she, "worked that much that administration proficiently
harder and was that much prouder." handled Dr. Waters' departure to
On a campus that boasts inti ensure that no classes were can
mate class sizes and a collaborative celled and students were minimally
environment
affected.
many students
To cover Dr.
form positive re
Waters' courses,
lationships with
CSUMB
has
their professors.
hired
Lanier
Occasionally
Sammons and
these professors
Joseph Davanleave,
some
cens.
These
times for career
teachers have
or economic reasons, and all too had as much forewarning and time
suddenly students must readjust to prepare as the students they are
to new teachers and sometimes, teaching, yet, Sammons has done
new curriculum. Travis Gonzales is a good job of, "working with stu
happy for his former teacher but dents to try and make a smooth
feels he will miss out on curricula transition," says Stephens. Both
that only Dr. Waters could give, and teachers are on a one-year contract
other students share his sentiment. and there are still worries about
With little explanation or warning how the program will proceed in
of Dr. Waters' resignation, students the following semesters. However,
enrolled in his classes were left frus with the initial panic fading, stu-

Most were concerned
with how the school
would replace a
professor with such
valuable experience

dents are trying to settle in and
keep an open mind through this
new transition.
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The Top 5 Reasons CSUMB Students
Need To Visit East Salinas
Number 4: The Arts on the
Eastside is about more than just
the colorful messages left on
he very idea of college is that walls.
students have an opportunity
There are a number of groups
to get away from the usual, and
such as The Bread Box recreation
to experience different ideas center at 745 North Sanborne
and learn to be upstanding
Rd that promote art and theatre.
citizens. East Salinas holds many The Bread Box uses has games
opportunities to grow into this and avticities for community
ideal set before them. Too many
members, and is a stage for those
to count them all here, therefore, members to perform. There are
here are my Top 5 Reasons Cal
slam poetry groups that meet at
State Monterey Bay (CSUMB) Cesar Chavez library too. The arts
students need to visit East Salinas. are not exclusively Latino.
Number 5: Service Learning
Number 3: The Culture is one
is something you do in school, which isn't dressed to cater to a
Community service is what you tourist wallet.
do after you get your degree.
The best part about stepping
CSUMB is a service learning into the other world that is the
oriented school. By going to the Eastside: it is only a step away.
Eastside where there is a lot of You can travel twenty minutes
need for helpers and volunteers, and be in an entirely different
students can get a good idea
realm. Those interested in seeing
about what it means to get
other cultures would definitely
involved and to put into practice find something worth seeing in
the things they are learning in a day on the Eastside. Festivals
the classroom. Hernan Gutierrez, like El Grito, banda concerts, and
a graduate of sociology from San of course street vendors all offer
Francisco Statue University says, a little taste of life South of the
"You don't have to wait to start border.
making a difference. They [CSUMB
Number 2: Probably the first
students] can get a good feeling thing that entered your mind:
when they use what they've the food.
learned to help people."
My personal number 1 is the
food of the Eastside. Lifelong
Raymond Costello, Staff Reporter
RCOSTELLO@CSUMB.EDU

T

Eastside
resident,
Jesus
Hernandez, 25,
stated,
"My
favorite thing about the east side
is the food. I enjoy going to all
the taquerias." Elotes is a
surprisingly friendly food
to traditional American
palettes that is also
exotic and delicious.
Number 1: You
get to be the hero.
Whatever
your passion is,
the Eastside is
hungry for it. If
you enjoy pogo
sticking, then a
phone call and a
20 minute drive
can make you the
founding member
of a community
organization
that
gives
children
a
positive
activity
for
recreation.
Instead of
being one of the everyday
heroes that help out established
organizations like the Salvation
Army, this is your chance to be the
founder. Anything you do will be
welcomed, and you will probably
be the first to do it. So go ahead,
make the trip and discover for
yourself all the joys of the arts,
food, and being a role model in
the community has to offer.

Photo Provided By Flickr User Jill Clardy

Otter Classifieds
iiED Web Design/Student
Assistant-Juniors
$ 10/hr - 5-15 hrs per week

Update and maintain website
and social media sites. Including,
but not limited to research, collect
and update information for iiED
website and social media sites,
develop online forms and man
age mailing lists and send email
newsletters. Work with Institute
staff to on marketing programs
and activities through the website
and social media

Student Assistant - Freshmen
$9/hr - 10+ hrs per week
You will be required to have
a high level of understanding/
knowledge of computers and
electronic devices such as laptops,
tablets, smart phones, cameras
and more. You will be required to
produce marketing materials relat
ed to the Tech Rent store and any
other events that WeTEC plans/
hosts. Office administrative duties
will also be assigned as needed.
Trainings/tutorials to staff/faculty/
students will occur several times
throughout the semester.

Instructional Student Assistant
CSUMB Science/Environmental
Policy - Seniors
$10/hr - 5-6 hrs per week

Instructional Student Assistants
are CSUMB Science major students
trained to provide in-class student
support and faculty support
for CHEM, BIO, ENVS and PHYS
courses. They are responsible
for assisting during specific class
sessions, as well as staffing open
lab hours, grading student papers,
and helping to track student aca
demic progress in the course.

Mathematics Instructional
Student Assistant (ISA)/Grader
-Any
$ 10/hr - 4-10 hrs per week
Instructional Student Assistants
are CSUMB students trained to
provide in-class student support
and faculty support for Math
98/99, Math 100, Math 130, Stat
100 courses. They are responsible
for assisting during specific class
sessions, as well as staffing open
lab hours, grading student papers,
and helping to track student aca
demic progress in the course.

Regional Business
Development Associate - Any
Commission Based
Next Acropolis is an online
social experience focused on the
career development of college
students. We provide a social
networking experience based on
the academic background of each
student.

For more information on these
jobs and others available off-cam
pus, please visit
csumb.edu/otterjobs.
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SUDOKU
su-do-ku [soo-do'koo]

Each Sudoku has a unique solution
that can be reached logically
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each digit. So must every column,
as must every 3x3 square.
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sexual Healing WHAT IS YOUR SEXUAL
HOROSCOPE?
Aries

(March 21 - April 19)

The ram is infamous for its stub
bornness, but your headstrong
mentality will lead you to prosperi
ty. You should be feeling empower
ment in your sexual pursuits. Share
your strength with someone else,
both in and out of the bedroom.

Taurus
(April 20 - May 20)

Every sign is envious of the bull,
as this is their year for revival. You
will find a pushing desire to pair up
with another person, if you aren't
already. As Mars continues its reign,
you will be challenged to find sta
bility, so keep that in mind in your
sexual pursuits.

Cancer

Capricorn

(June 21 - July 22)

(December 22 - January 19)

Unlike other signs, the crab is in its
year of controversy. Your uneasi
ness will invoke a need for comfort,
Libra
which may heighten your libido.
(September 23 - October 22)
Take extra time to work on your
The scales will find themselves in
personal relationships before try
a time of cherishment. Since this
ing to evolve your sexual ones.
is your year of fortune, appreciate
your good karma. Spread your spir
itual wealth among your friends
Leo
and family; and especially with
(July 23 - August 22)
Lucky for you, the lion will feel an your lover.
extra stride as Monterey continues
its extended summer. You will feel
an inner rampage to conquer and
attack your pursuits, whether it's
work, school, or your sexual rela
tionship.

Virgo

Gemini

(August 23 - September 22)

(May 21 - June 20)

A thirst for Mercury will leave the
virgin wanting more. This is your
period of desire. In terms of your
sexual life, it will be the antithesis;
you will feel a balance, and your
sexual pursuitswill best satisfy your
soul.

Jubilance is the best mood to de
scribe the Gemini, as this is the
twins time for joy. With Neptune
in orbit, you will find yourself rest
less; striving for change. Continue
to improve your own, but don't for
get that the twins are twice of other
signs to please in both personal
and sexual life.

These horoscopes are based off of your sun and planetary readings for Fall,
broadly from September to December. A good book to read more about sexual
horoscopes and your relationships is The Secret Language of Relationships by Gary
Goldschneider.

Scorpio
(October 23 - November 21)

Your venom will be seething, scor
pion, as you are in a period of dys
function. With the tide of Venus
taking over, you'll be feeling es
pecially lonesome during the Fall,
even when surrounded by people.
Try hard to stomach your sorrows,
for great things are in store for you
in Spring.

In the winter, the goat is feeling
right at home. While settling into
the school year, a sense of accom
plishment looms. Saturn's due in
November, which will increase your
charisma in both the bedroom and
everyday life. Incorporate your own
passions into something to share
with your lover.

Aquarius
(January 20 - February 18)

With sunny skies mixed with foggy
nights, the aquarian will find them
selves in a consequential heaven.
Your boons earned from your com
fort will allow you to make connec
tions deeper than you have ever
imagined before. When it comes
to your next ir current lover, try to
embed your tranquility and focus
on high energy.

Sagittarius

Pisces

(November 22 - December 21)

February 19- March 20)

Feeling a bit apprehensive, cen
taur? You're ready to take aim at
your lover and strike. Your restless
ness shouldn't come as a surprise,
as Jupiter is out of passing. Much
like cupid, the centaur's shot is
both deadly and charming. Keep
your goals practical, and remember
there's more to life than your hunt
for a lover.

Around the later months, the fish
tends to be ready to mate. After an
exciting summer, and with good
weather continuing, the fish feels
ready to settle. Let Venus control
your ambitions and desires. In
dulge and enjoy yourself, but bring
your lover along for the ride as well.
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SUBMISSIONS
Ever wanted to have something published in a
newspaper?
Now is your chance!
The Otter Realm is now looking for creative works of poetry, short stroies, letters
to the editor, and reviews. Send your submissions to submissions@otterrealm.net
Our print limit is 500 words, but we will publish the rest at www.otterrealm.net
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Crystal Marie Lopez, Online Editor
CRLOPEZ@CSUMB.EDU
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OTTERS ON CAMPUS

Ron Novak
Obituary
Cal State University Monterey Bay recently suffered the loss of
a founding member of the campus, Mr. Ron Novak. Novak, who
retired in May, had worked in the mail room since the school's start
in 1995. President Ochoa sent a mass e-mail to faculty members,
who were closest to Novak. Ochoa stated, "he will be missed by the
many people he came in contact with as he made his daily rounds of
campus offices, delivering the mail."
Faculty mirrored the same somber feelings. "Sad news, indeed! I,
too, will treasure the memories of our many conversations...always
amazed at your knowledge of language, worldly events, and a life
well lived! Each life touches another, and you truly touched many
lives across this campus." Gail Delgado. Visual and Public Arts Office
Coordinator.

The Otter Realm expresses its deepest condolences and is keeping
the Novak family and all faculty members close to Novak in our
thoughts.
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